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PART I 
CHAPTER I 
INTROD"OOTION 
~The aim of this study was originally and primarily to clarity in 
the writer's mind some of the problems encountered during the past 
eight yer.rs in work as "' physical therapist &t the Children's Medical 
Center (Children's Hospital) in Boston, Massachusetts. 
Children from all parts of this country cmd from many foreign 
lands are brought to this hospital. hn.xious pLrents come from near <ill.d 
f&r to find out what is "wrong" with their youngsters; they hope that 
something can be done to make them well end normW. like other children. 
Children with fractures, spr•J.ins, dislocations and wounds are 
admitted daily to emergency wards; the neurological <illd neuro-surgical 
services deal with diseases of the neuromotor and neurosensory mechanism, 
such as cerebral par&lysis, encephalitis, and transverse myelitis. The 
orthopaedic outpatient departmmt handles countless cases of peripheral 
nerve lesions, congenital and post-traumatic deformities and deviations 
frcm normal development. The posture clinic sees children with 
uncomplicated posture problems only and others who have severely deformed 
backs due to structur£.1 scoliosis. There are also specialized wards 
where only one type of disease is treated, such as the cardio-vascular, 
the leucemia, the poliomyelitis units and many others. 
Children seen in any of these departments fre cuently are referred 
to the Physical Therapy Department which operates in the outpatient 
department as well as on all the hospital wards. 'll:J.e children are 
referred there for dic.gnostic tests as \\ell as for purposes of tre&tment. 
For the sake of illustration of ~ child's first visit to the 
hospital let us take the case of a two-year old boy whose parents have 
noticed that he walks with a limp. After the medical and social history 
has been recorded, the doctor examines the child, Obviously, the 
schedule of a very busy outpatient department will not allow him to give 
each child the detailed sensory and muscle examination which serves as a 
basis for the diagnosis is the child's abnormal gait due to muscle 
weakness, some deficiency of bones or joints, cerebr&l injury or other 
factors, The doctor, therefore, refers the child to the physical 
therapy department for more specialized tests; then -- using the results 
as a basiB for further ex&minations -- he decides whether the child 
should be admitted to the hospital wards for further study or tre&tment, 
or be edvised to return for treatment to the outpatieht department. 
Obviously, the scope of the problems thus referred to the physic&l 
therapy department is a wide one; .the tests on which the medical st&ff 
relies to a great extent when making & diagnosis ~d in prescribing 
specific forms of treatment hc.ve to be very reliuble. Inaccurate tests 
would be most confusing c:nd misleading, Physical thert~pists, therefore, 
are required to have several years of practical experience, working 
under close supervision, before they are q_ualified to give muscle 
examinations and tests of motor performance, 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe in detail the 
numerous tests employed for such a muscle examinution. They have been 
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used and standardized not only throughout the United Stbtes but almost 
identical procedures have been Employed in foreit;n countries. 
Dr. Robert W, Lovett <i!ld Janet B. Merrill of the Children's 
Hospital were the originators of these manual tests, which were later 
1/ 
revised by Dr, .Arthur Legg and Miss Merrill.-
Throughout the years several mechanicbl tests have been devised 
for measuring muscle function and strength objectively, but it has 
always been found that while it was technically possible to measure 
normal muscle strength by various spring balance muchines, it is 
difficult to conceive of"' machine which v~uld be uble to account for 
changes in the patient's position during the test, to detect 
substitution of muscles other than those to be tested, and to t.nalyze 
complex motor patterns due to abnormal conditions. Only a trained 
eye can detect and interpret differences in the types of muscle 
weakness due to nerve involvement, disuse atrophy, pain, futigue or 
incoordination. The result of the manual test expresses not only the 
examiner's evaluation of the functional strength of the muscle but also 
the observations and fre~uently an cnalysis ~d interpretation of 
anatomical, physiological and neurological symptoms encountered during 
the examination. 
Muscle grading based on Legg undMerrill's work uses gravity and 
resistance ~s measures for evaluation of strength, The following grades 
are used: 
A. T. Legg and J. B. J,ierrill, Physical Therapy in Infantile Paralysis, 
Prior Compeny, 1932. 
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1. Gone no contraction felt. 
2. Trace muscle can be felt to tighten, but cannot produce 
3. 
movement. 
Poor-- produces movement with gravity eliminuted, but cannot 
function against gravity. 
4. Fair can raise part against gravity. 
5. Good can raise part against outside resistance as well as 
against gravity. 
6. Normal -- can overcome a gre .. ter amount of resistance thun a 
'good' muscle. 
Ratings of additional "plus" or "minus" ure used for finer 
gradations. JQl the muscles listed in Table 1 8Ud 2 are tested and 
rated according to the above key. Range of joint motion is expressed 
in numerical value of degrees; any restriction from the normal r8Uge is 
recorded, Muscle tone is described as well as presence of spasm, 
fibrillations end tremor. Fixed deformities ere described and abnormal 
motor patterns are noted, 
Obviously, this type of manual muscle testing requires not only a 
great det>l of experience on the part of the examiner, but <>lso 
cooperation on the part of the patient. Older children rarely present 
a problem in this respect; they usually go through the motions and 
exercises the way they are asked to. 
Cb/Testing of children under the age of two, however, presents a very 
different problem. These infants, naturally, do not understand what is 
wanted of them and, therefore, cannot be expected to go through a series 
4 
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4 of test positions and movements. ~e new and str~ge surroundings, 
They often react quite strongly to 
to the unknown faces and the people 
in VJhite uniforms. They lire frequently so upset that they will not 
play with the toys offered to them. Nevertheless, the physical therupist 
has to givea thorough analysis of ihe baby's muscle function and motor 
performance; all too frec;_uently is she compelled to do this within a 
very short period of time. She Will, therefore, have to find Wld employ 
other types of technique than the ones used for the appr<>isal of motor 
behavior in adults or older children. 
ntis study attempts to presm t some methods <illd techniques found 
helpful in testing muscle strength and function and in differentiating 
various patterns of motor development in infancy. No claim is made as 
_to the originality of many of 1h ese methods and techniques as such. 
Frequently, the same basic positions and factors of gravity ~d 
resistance thet are used for older patients, have been used for the 
evaluation of infants, too. "hey were adapted, however, to the 
infant's capacities and the results were interpreted in terms of an 
infant's behavior at various age levels. 
~ Some types of stimulation, such as stroking, tickling, sudden 
changes of position, and so on, have been used and described in the yy 
medical literature; such tests have been devised, however, for the 
evaluation of neurologic disorders. No evidence could be found that 
l}A. Landau, Ueber einen tonischen Lagereflex beim aelteren Saeugling, 
Klin. Wochenschrift, 1923, Volume 2. 
EJG. Sohaltenbrand, Normals Bewegunc;s und L<>gereaktionen bei Aindern, 
Deutsche Zeitschr. Nervenheilkunde, 87, ~eptember, 1925. 
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.they had been applied with the intention to elicit, observe rnd 
evaluute motion and muscular contractions which could not be obtained 
by other means; nor that the results of this type of stimulation had 
been interpreted. in terms of muscle strength and motor patterns. 
Besides using these more or less known methods of stimulations, 
several addi tionul techniques were tried out during this investigation, 
which to the best of knowledge are new. 
TWo questions might arise, however; one, whether motions obtained 
by such methods of stimulation c o.n be considered "trueu movements, that 
is, movements comparable to or equal to voluntary motion; and, second, 
whether the strength of muscular contractions during such reflex 
activities can be rated on the same scale as are voluntary movements. 
A number of specialists in neurology, neuroanatomy and orthopaedics 
(Dr. William Behrenberg, Dr. Randolph Byers, Dr. Vlilliam T. Green, all 
of Children's Medical Genter, and Dr. P&ul Jossrn=, Valleyhead Hospital, 
Concord, Massachusetts) when queried on this subject, agreed that such B 
method and approach to the evaluation of motor behavior in infancy was 
perrnissable and justifiable. Since this study W&s started about three 
years ago, the results of muscle examinations obtained by such types of 
stimulation have been accepted concomitantly with observation and tests 
of voluntary motion by the medical staff of the hospital. 
/ 
It must be kept in mind that it is the primary objective of such 
muscle tests to determine whether a given muscle is workint; or not. If 
the desired motion is performed, it hc.s been shovm thc.t the muscle itself 
possesses a given amount of contractible streneth. The interpretation of 
6 
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why there mey be response to one type of stimulus (e.g, sensory) and 
possibly not to another one (e.g. visual) must be left to the doctor. 
(>ee the case described on page 2 ), 
On the theoretical side, it mcy be argued th&t &lthough it gener&lly 
has been assumed that during early infancy the cerebrum does not 
participate in the control of motion, some scientists do not completely 
1/ 
accept this point of view. Ford,- in defense of a newer theory, states 
that "the cranial m1d spinal segments und the special sense organs &re 
capable of functional activity" and tiwt while many reflexes &re 
transmitted throu~;h simple spinal arcs "others are very complex 
involving the nervous mechanisms of the brain-stem and labyrinths", 
Obviously, from a point of view of the tot&l behavior of the infant 
and its interpretation a distinction should be m&de; it should also be 
recorded whether the movement was an active voluntary one or obtained 
by reflex stimulation, 
'lhe following case may serve as illustration cs to how the results 
of a muscle examination can be interpreted and evaluated from different 
points of view and for different purposes. 
A four months old baby was brought to the clinic bec&use his 
mother had noticed that the child did not seem to use the right &rJJl and 
hand "the way other babies do", A muscle examination was requested in 
order to determine function und muscle strength of this extremity, On 
first examination the baby lay with both ar.ns at his sides, not moving 
1/F. R, Ford, Diseases of the Nervous System, Charles C, Thomas, 
Springfield, Illinois, 1949, 
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either of them voluntarily. tihen a toy was held out to him, he mude 
only a slight attempt at reaching for it with his left arm. Only &fter 
a prolonged examination was it possible to record thut the muscle strene------
in the left upper extremity was normal ibr " child of his age. The right 
axm and hand responded only partially to several types of stimuli 
described later in this paper (such as stroking, tickling, restraining, 
and so on). Thus it was shown that several muscles of the !U'm md hand 
were very weak md not at a functional level. 
During the muscle examinLtion, it was else noted that the child 
seemed to react emotionally and socially below his age level; it was 
also observed that the mother did not take very much interest in the 
child. 
This muscle examinution was only one step in the long series of 
tests, examinations and investigations which followed in order to 
diagnose this baby's case. Th.e orthopaedic doctor will examine the 
infants bones, joints and muscles clinically and by X,...reys to determine 
whether the paralysis is due to injury before, during or after birth; 
the neurologist mey test the infants sensory reactions by means of 
neurological or electrical tests to differentiate between upper and lower 
motor neuron involvement; the psychologist or psychiatrist msy evaluate 
the infant in terms ar his mental age md inc_uire into the emotional and 
social factors which might have retarded not only his mental but possibly 
also his physical development. The previous muscle ex81Jlination, hoVIever, 
had given all these specialists several basic facts, nOJBly th&t the 
child had good muscle power in his left extremity -- although he did not 
B 
trse it to full advantage -- and that he actually had very weak muscles 
in his right arm. ilccording tc the findings of the muscle test, e 
brachietl plexus injury wes a possible diagnosis. Had it been found 
during examination that both &nus were involved, or th"'t there was 
addition&l weillmess in a lower extremity, this diagnosis would have been 
ruled out. 
The material on various types of stimulution in this paper is 
partially new; the data on range of joint motion in infancy are believed 
to be original; W.so, only scattered and "- scant amount of infollllution 
and few descriptions of abnonnal motor patterns and motor behavior at 
this early age level i'lere found in the literature. 
Needless to soy, however, there is a vast wnount of excellent 
materietl und information available dealing vr.i th the IJlOtor development of 
normal infants and in regard to gross motor p8tterns, such as creeping, 
sitting and walking. But the description and interpretation of these 
activities ere bused primarily on m<J.turational end psychologicel 
concepts of development; they do not deal in detail with the anatomical, 
neurological and physiological aspects per se. :l!'or v'<)rk in a children's 
hospital where the majority of children deviates from the normr.l, the 
need for such more minute evaluation of motor behavior was evident. 
The material and d~ta on motor development presented by authorities 
in the field of child development, such as Gesell, J.vlcGraw 8Ild others, 
have been used and 'lUOted here with the intention of giving, first, c. 
graphic description of the mechanics of nonnal motor behavior, lind, then, 
to analyze this behavior from the point of muscle function; furthermore, 
9 
f) 
it is contrasted with types of motor behavior which are considered 
abnormal. 
The description and analysis of sbnormcl motor development are 
based on experience und careful observation of 75 infants up to the &ge 
of two years who were seen at the Children's Hospital. ..Ul these 
infants-- afflicted with various types of motor disabilities-- were 
given partial or complete muscle tests; their muscle strength and 
functions end their motor behavior was recorded, analyzed and compared 
with the motor activities of normal children of the same age. Some of 
the children were only seen once ora very few times during or after the 
muscle examin<etion in the outpatient department; in these cases the 
findings of the muscle test and their interpret&tion was l&ter compared 
with the findings and diagnosis established by the medical stct'f. Most 
of the infants used for this study were under observation for longer 
periods of time while admitted to the hospital 11/Erds. 
Obviously, no claim could be made that this study is of any 
statisticel value or that it could be used to establish norms for testing 
muscle strength and motor performance of infants. It is simply meant 
to give a description of some of the characteristics of certain phases 
of muscle function and motor behavior which were found to be either 
normal or abnormal and of some ways and me&ns which helped to make such 
a distinction possible. This paper will have accomplished its purpose 
if it can be of any help to those less fortunate collee,ues, who do not 
have the opportunity to study a great number of infants and if it should 
in6pire them to continue this type of investigation. 
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CHAPTER II 
"NOIMAL" OR "ABNOlMJ>L" MOTOR DEVELOPMENT 
In order to determine whether the motor development of an inf<mt is 
normal or not, we will have to consider first wh&t is meant by the term 
"normal" in this particular connection. "Nonnal", according to Webster, 
means "conformed to a type, standard or regular form". Thus it becomes 
obvious thlit the tenn "normal" can be used only where u comparison with 
"a type" or "standard" is possible. However, no such "type", "standard", 
or "regular form" exists in the pattern of human development, There is 
a continuous, constantly fluctuating process; there can be no standardi-
zation of the growing human organism, Possibly, "normal" can be accepte6. 
as enui valent for the "average", with the understanding the.t villa t f<J.ls 
above and below it may -- to varying degrees -- still be normal for the 
individual, 
Standards for weie;ht, height, "mental age", and so on, are still 
widely used to compare a child 1 s status in a given area with that of " 
group of the same age; however, in the past few years increasing 
evidence has been presented to the effect that physical Gild ment"l 
development are not only influenced by hereditary factors and th"t both 
vary greatly e.ccordin" to environmental circumst<Jlces but that each 
child has his own individual growth pattern which does not lend itself 
to comparison with an average or a group. li11at is important is not to 
know how, at a given age, a child compares e.r;. in motor achievement 
with other children of the same age, but whether his !llOto r development 
:1:1 
•"' 
' 
progresses in the right direction, or whether there is a decrease in 
acceleration, or even no progress at all, Therefore, a knowledge of the 
basic pattern of motor behavior has to be combined with the observation 
of the trend of development in order to estimate the rate end tempo of 
development of the infant in health as well as in disease, 
Certain types of diseases of the central nervous system (such as 
cerebral paralysis, brain tUI!lors, spina bifida, hydrocephalus, c.nd so 
on) are almost certain to retard Wld permWlently injure a child's motor 
development. Other disturbances ca~sed by nutritional and metabolic 
deficiencies, peripheral nerve injuries or infectious diseases, may only 
tempor~ily retard motor development. Lack of experiences, e.g, as 
caused by sensory depreviutions in case of blindness und deafness, 
certainly may delay a child's development; insufficient outside 
stimulation frequently is the cause for failure to perform motor 
activities to be expected at a certain age level. According to Gesell, 
"Disease, defects or damage that impair the integrity of 
the organism deflect the normal currents of development. Normal 
ec:uipment includes nonnal developmental potenti&ls, nonnal 
receptors and normal effectors. Loss of impainnent of vision, 
hearing, touch or proprioception, the most important receptors, 
interferes seriously with the acc:uisition and integration of 
normal experience and with the development of appropriate 
responsive behaviOr •••• " y 
According to Kenn!ird, there is tlllother f&ctor which would ill!ike it 
];/ 
rather difficult to decide whether motor development proceeds according 
1/A. Gesell and C. Arrnatruda, Development&l Diagnosis, P&ul B. Roeber, 
New York, 1947, 
yM. A. Kennard, "The Relation of Age to a.otor Impairment in I.:ien 2nd in 
SubhUI!lan Primates," ;~chives of Neurology &nd Psychiatries, 44:377, 1940. 
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to-the expected rate and pattern; he clcims that movements in early 
infancy are not mediated by the cerebr~l cortex and, therefore, injury 
to motor areas may not be expressed by loss of motion until the infant 
has reached an age at which truly voluntary motion may be expected. 
Thus, symptoms caused by injury to the pyramidal tract, e.g. 
hemiplegia and spasticity, would become uppuren t only lAter -- at fue 
time when these structures had matured sufficiently to function under 
2:1. 
nol!llal conditions. In support of this theory, Kenn<II'd states that 
"the absence of cortical motor are&s is not &ccomp8llied by &ny mccrked 
and noticeable motor deficit in the infWlt before complex skilled motor 
activity has developed," rnd that "spasticity begins to appear much 
later than paresis, possibly &t fue time when there is 1·unctional 
organization of certain subcortical pathways". 
The clinical evidence in the group of infants observed in this 
study, however, gives rise to the belief th&t, in contrast to the theory 
presented above, it is frequently possible to determine the location, 
the character and the extent of motor loss before the age &t which 
voluntary action can be expected. It may not etlVIEcYS be possible to 
determine whether ·~he infant innerv&tes and uses all individu&l muscles 
or muscle groups properly; but if he does not use them at all, the 
functioning ant&gonistic muscle groups are likely to undergo structur&l 
ch&nges which will result in shortening wd contractures. 
A nol!ll&l baby who is not old enough yet to reach out for objects 
and, therefore, keeps his elbows flexed most of the time, certainly 
differs from the baby who keeps his elbows flexed &11 the time because 
y0p. cit. 
of non-functioning elbow extensors. While the former possesses a 
complete passive range of elbow extension, the latter soon will have 
only a limited range in this direction; this tightness would not be due 
to spasticity of the elbow flexors but rather to secondary chu.nges of 
muscle tone in this group. This example emphasizes the importance of 
not only observing carefully the type and pattern of active motion in 
infancy, but also of watching passive runge of joint motion and the 
nature of the limitation. 
By using the developmental norms, Gesell, after having tested a 
great number of normal children, has been able to make qualitative and 
quantitative comparisons of those children who do not follow the "normal'' 
that is, the average -- pattern of development; aguin, as borne out 
before, retardation in itself at a certain level of development is 
considered less important then the rate at which this retardation occurs, 
1/ 
i.e. whether it is increasing or decreasing. .Accordinio to Gesell,-
Maturi ty .Age 
this "Developmental \l,Uotient" (D. Q.. Chronoloe,ical Age x 100), 
" •••• represents the proportion of normcl development that is 
present at any e,iven age •••• It fUJ.'!lishe s a rough index of the 
current rate of developm3nt •••• It is an analytical tool, a 
diagnostic indicator, which consistently limits it self to the 
problem of maturity stat us •••• 11 
Although these individual patterns and trends in ihe child 1 s 
development have to be taken into consideration, it cannot be denied 
that motor development still proceeds in <in orderly, integr""ted wey, 
although it cannot always be ccmpared •d th the development of t<nother 
1J A. Gesell and C. i:.rmatrude, op. cit. 
y 
child. Gesell expresses this thought v1ell when he says: "Babies 
pass through similar stages of growth, but not on the same time table. 
Each child has his own growth schedule even though the order of stages 
was much alike •••• " 
There is not only a sequence in the development of motor development 
but there is also a definite continuousness. There are no sudden 
surprises; development is rather like a chain VJhere one link connects 
with the next. If one link is broken, the connection will be disturbed. 
At first, the simultaneous development of various functions and 
activities frequently seems unrelated; but in a leter stage, it becomes 
apparent that there actually existed a sec,'·'-~'lC" Wld reciprocity. 
There is ~ pattern of development which can almost uniformly be 
observed in any child; motor control Bnd development start with the 
head, progresses to arms, hands and trunk successively und only later 
includes the lower extremities. Biologists call this the cephalo-caudal 
(head to tail} development, a development vlhich occurs hlike in c;nimals 
and humun beings. This is the reason that sucking is one of the first 
activities, that the legs -- &t birth -- are shorter than the E<Illls, end 
that the infant, while already engaging in several &ctivities of the 
E<rms, does not stand or walk until a few months later. A disturbance 
in this primary pattern of development should alweys give rise to 
suspicion of some irregularity in the child's development. 
In the transverse plane, development progresses l&tero-ventrc,lly 
YA. Gesell, How A B&by Grows, H&rper nnd Brothers, 1945. 
15 
,(, 
}J. 
and in the limbs proximo-distally. Abramson points out that this 
method of growth is of phylogenetical importance because, 
"The head is the most primitive portion of the body Wld 
is, therefore, precocious in development, whereas the trunk 
is perhaps a secondary acquisition brising as un extension 
of the primitive head region. Anteroposterior development 
thus leads to definite formation of a head &nd centralization 
of the nervous system, the front end of which becomes enhanced 
in importance and forms a brain, which assumes a dominant 
influence over the more caudal segments." 
SU!ll!Iling up, one m.:,y say that in the lit;ht of the reported 
experience a distinction can be made even in early infancy between a 
well functioning motor apparatus and a deficient mechenism. 
lJH. Abramson, "Graded Seauence in Postur<:J. and-Locomotor Development," 
.American Journal of Diseases Children, 53, 1937. 
1.6 
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CHAPTER III 
MATI.JRATI ON .Ai.'ID LEiJlNING 
\forking in the field of child development one is bound -- at one 
time or other -- to come up against the complex problem of the impact 
of growth end maturation on "leLrning". 
It would be beyond the scope of this paper to take up &1.1 aspects 
of this controversial question. What can be done in this study is to 
summarize a number of theories set forth by acknowledged authorities in 
this field and to consider the possibility of applying such theories to 
the understanding of motor development of handicapped infants. 
To be sure, maturation wd learning &re not two separate problems. 
They are merely two aspects of one developmental process. Nevertheless, 
many authors have tried to separate the two interconnected questions in 
terms of the nature-nurture controversy. 
Gesell, in opposition to the school of ;Iatson 1 s behavioriSIJl which 
contended that the hereditary endowment of the individual is limited and 
the hereditary units of behavior can be identified by structural and 
physiological correlates, has supplied the term "m"turation" to child 
psychology. Larr,ely based on the result of practical experiments on 
twins, he came to the conclusion that ch=ges can be observed in a 
growing infant which cannot be explained in terms of trial and error 
learning or conditioning theories. "The nervous system grows according 
to its own intrinsic pattern BD.d thereby establishes the primary forms 
1.7 
o1 behavior, These fonns are not determined by stimulation from the 
y 
outside world. Experience has nothing specifically to do with them," 
and nthere is no conclusive evidence that practice and exercise even 
hasten the actual appearance of types of reactions like climbing and 
tower building •••• Tile time of appearance is fundamentally determined y 
by the ripeness of the neural structure~ Gesell states. 
P~though it is generally conceded that sharp lines of distinction 
cannot be drawn between what constitutes maturation and learning per se, 
it has been assU!Iled that if changes in behavior are due to the factors 
of growth and development of structure they are attributed to maturation; 
if changes in behavior are caused by enviroillll3ntal influences, then they 
are attributed to the process of learning. 
Gesell and 'l.b.ompson claim that while it may not be desirable to 
draw a marked line, such a distinction may still be necessary "in order 
to fucilitate intellectualizing and manipulding of concepts and 
3/ 
phenomena",- Other psychologists, in contrast 1 believe that there 
exists such close interrelationship between the two processes that 
learning is always accompanied by anatomicel changes in the central 
jj 
nervous system. Carmichael states: 
y A. Gesell and c • .h.nnatruda, op. cit. 
J:Y'A, Gesell and Thompson, "Learning md Grov.-th in Identical Twins; J,n 
Experimental study by the Method of Co-Twin Control," General Psychology, 
NU!Ilber VI, 1929. 
j}L. Carmichael, "Orieoin and Prenatal Growth of Behavior," H&ndbook of 
Child Psychology, Worcester, Clark University Press, 1933, 
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n,, •• from the moment growth has begun in the fertilized ovum 
until senescence or death, development consists in the alteration 
of existing structures and functions in an organism living in a 
continually changing environment. That is, it is not possible 
save for pr'-<gro.atic reasons to say at uny point that growth has 
stopped and learning has begun, but th&t the environment plays a 
part in all 'maturation' and me turat ion plays a part in all 
learning." y 
Another exponent of this theory is Sherman who tested the 
reflexes &nd primitive eorly motor activities of infants; he comes to 
the conclusion that many of the responses which are usually attributed 
to organic maturation are in reality products of learning, He and other 
investigators claim that learning occurs even prior to birth, that the 
early reflex motor activities in infancy actually are the result of 
external stimuli while in utero and that these intra-uterine motions 
have became learned activities at the time of birth. 
Kingsley -- while basically agreeing >Ji th the principle of genetic 
maturational limitation-- attributes great importance to experience 
y 
and the exercise of function, He summarizes the problem as follows: 
ftThere is probably no learning activity that does not involve the 
muscles, for the action of muscles also plays an importBnt, though less 
universally recognized part in perceiving, remembering, imagining, 
comprehending and thinking". 
The problem of matur~tion and learning is closely related to the 
problem of myelinization of nerves. In this field of research new and 
1fM. Shennan &nd I. C,, The-Process of Human neh<lvior, \/, Vi. Norton 
<!nd Company, New York, 1929, 
.§/H. L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Leurning, Prentice-Hall, 
New York, 1946. 
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startlill,g ideas have been put forth in recent years. It is generally 
agreed that myelinization of the central nervous sy;stem has to be 
completed before it can function in the establishment of neuromuscular 
skills. Nerve cells present at birth cannot function before they have 
matured; muscular tissue matures only later. But while it was for-.:1erly 
thought that function was directly dependent upon myeliniz&tion and that 
a nerve without myelinization could not transmit an impulse, more recent 
research has offered striking evidence that there exists an interaction 
of these two processes and that myelinizd ion actually occurs by usage. 
At birth only isolated cortical regions have undergone myelinization. 
It has been shovm that there is not only post-nat!il development of 
aynaptic and dendritic connections but that myeliniz~tion in the nerve 
trunk begins distally and proceeds to the cortex. neurons are simple in 
structure at birth. They possess very few branches. They acquire 
differenti&tion in their bodies, in their cell processes c:nd in their y 
intercellular connections by use or stimulation. Lang1vorthy also 
upheld the theory that myelinization may be the result of development 
of function r&ther than the cause of it. Experiments on decorticate 
animals showed that myelinization results Wld increases with fue use of 
nervous tissue; after the cortex had been removed in these animals, one 
eye was covered while the other remained open during fue recovery period; 
myelinization occurred more rapidly in the eye th&t was being used. 
Another interesting factor in regard to myelinization is discussed 
yo. R. Langworthy, "Development of Behavior Patterns and lcyelinization 
of the Nervous System in the HU!Ilan Fetus and Infant," Contributions to 
Elnbryology, Carnegie Institution of ·,lashine;ton, D.O., YolUllle 24, 
NU!Ilber 139-143. 
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in the classic research paper by Flechsig who showed that nerve tracts 
acquire myelin sheets in the same order in vmich they develop. Regions 
receiving myelin sheets early are the centers of lower functions, whereas 
areas of the higher intellectual functions undergo myelinization later. 
At birth the spinel cord possesses practically all its myelin constituents 
whereas the brain stem, the cerebellum and extensive arec.s of the cerebral 
cortex, do not possess it yet. Although there is still much discussion 
as to the significance of myelinization in regard to motor development, 
the facts suggest that there exists some relationship between e"rly 
myelinization of more primitive structures and the ucquisi tion of simple 
types of motor activities (phylogenetic activities) as contrasted to 
later myelinization of more highly organized structures and the 
acquisition of motor activities of a more complex nature (ontogenetic 
activities). 
From the above discussion it becomes evident th&t there still 
exist differences of opinion regarding the n&ture of the learning 
process. However, there has been very little doubt that such processes 
of learning do occur in the cortex of the cerebral hemispheres, the most 
complex of all nerve structures. Countless experiments have employed the 
method of removing specific areas of the cortex, und to observe the 
effect of such a surgical destruction of brain areas upon the ability to 
learn and to retain v;hat has been learned. It has generally been 
reported that such ablations caused reduction or inability to learn. 
_y'P. Flechsig, Die Leitungsbahnen im Gehirn und Rueckerunark des Menschen, 
Engelmann, Leipzig, 1876. 
2:f 
Investigating this Generally accepted point of view, Karl u. Smith, 
(Depm-tment of Psycholoe;y, Uhi versi ty of \lisconsin) sought to find out, 
" .... whether the observed deficiencies in lero:"ning were the 
results of some integrative or learning disturbance itself or 
the outcome of motor and sensory defects that invariably appear 
when the. visual, sornesthetic, motor, and frontal ro:"eas of the 
brain are removed.u 
By means of a neurosurgical operation, the pathways of the corpus 
callosum which contains the interconnecting neurons between the two 
hemispheres were cut and thus isolated. Certain types of learned 
performances (mirror-drawing and non-visual stylus maze learning) were 
y 
compared before and after the operation. ,·.ccording to the investigation 
"there was no discernible effect of the operations upon ·the mirror-
drawing learning and mirror-drawing transfer", 
The process of learning these activities with the preferred hand 
first and then with the non-preferred hand, were studied next, 
The author comes to the conclusion that; (1) "there is no specific 
or generalized integrative neural mechanism of the cortex explicitly 
essential for learning and reluted functions, which mr;y be rendered 
seriously inoperative by injury to intracortical association p~thways; 
and (2) the neural integrative functions of the cortex in learning are 
therefore closely bound to the specific reactive and psychophysical 
mechanisms of the sensory and motor projection ureas of the brain and 
are apparently inseparable from the processes underlying reactive and 
psychophysical aspects of behavior." 
1/K. u. Snith, "Learning and the _l,ssociative Pathways of the Human 
Cerebral Cortex," Science, Volume 114, August 3, 1951, 
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Although it may seem at first that the above discussion is strictly 
theoretical, far removed from any practical bnd clinical application, 
nevertheless it should be of greatest interest to bllYbOdy concerned with 
the practical aspects of the mechanism of learning. One could ask: In 
the case of a cortical lesion, is the patient being deprived of the tools 
of leaxning or is he deprived of the proper use of these tools? Or to be 
more specific: Can we hope to train or re-train a patient with a cortical 
lesion by emphasizing the development of his tools (the sensory-motor 
mechanism)? Or, shall we believe those scientists who claim that 
cerebral injury inevitably leads to a lowered level of organization, to 
decreased retention and capacity for le&rning and that these defects can-
not be overcome through time ar training. 
Certainly, from the clinical observations made during this study, 
it can be stated that the apparent development of motor function can be 
encouraged and will be hastened by training and transfer of existing 
capacities. This fact can be observed readily in a hospital wnere 
infants are not only confined to bed for longer periods of time, but in 
addition frequently restrained in their physical activities. When l&ter 
restored to their freedom of movement, these infants do not always 
engage in motor activities according to their age, although processes of 
maturation took place during this period of confinement. They freq_uently 
have to go through the previous stages of motor development which they 
had missed; hOI'oever, they may advance now &t a somewhat faster rate. 
olith all his motor functions fully developed, an adult who loses his 
skill in an activity and is unable to perform it for sometime will 
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r~learn it quickly once he can engage in it again. On the other hand, 
a child's impairment not only handicaps him in the pElrformance and 
function at the time of incapacitation, but it also retards further 
learning and acquisition of new skills and activities. Previous growth 
and previous learning are inseparately intertwined; retardation thus 
accumulates, unless steps are taken to ascertain that the child uses 
fully his capacities for learning through activities which are 
appropriate to his maturational level. Motor activities may hcve to be 
adapted to the handicapped child's needs end his present ability to use 
them. 
Referring to the previous theoretical discussion of function and 
learning, there should be special emphasis on activities which afford 
experiences in the area of sensory-motor activities, To give but a 
few suggestions: If a baby cannot use his arms or hands to grasp 
objects, he may be encouraged to touch, manipulate and explore them with 
other parts of his body 1 such as face, feet or toes. If he is not 
allowed to bear weight at least, he should be given ample opportunity to 
engage in activities, such as kicking his legs, rolling over, crawling 
and creeping. 'Ihe result will be not only an increase in strength and 
function in the parts of the body thus exercised, but also a transfer 
of learning from the exercised to the non-exercised parts, 
Research has demonstrated quite conclusively that some 8Jilount .of 
transfer occurs when similar activities are learned. I'his is illustrated 
by the effect of practice with the ri&;b.t hand upon later learning by the 
left hand; after a practice period for the rie;b.t and left h&nd, the 
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practice was continued by the right hund only; the left hand, without 
further training, nevertheless continued to improve. Investigating the 
1/ 
problem of bilateral transfer, Wieg me&sured not only transfer from 
right h&nd to left hand and vice versa but also from left hand to left 
foot, from right foot to left foot and from left foot to left hand, The 
author'sfindings -- although based on only a sm&ll number of cases 
suggests a s&ving in speed and in errors after having practiced a 
transfer limb, 
Experiences accumulated during the lG.st \lorld i/&r, when amputees 
were trained in occup&tional and recreational activities iii th their 
unimpaired limb first, showed that they l&ter learned the identical 
activities with their protheses better and in a shorter time than they 
did without previous training, 
Certainly, one could debate the various aspects responsible for 
such transfer phenomena, the factor of experience gained in the first 
activity and re-applied in the second activity, or the influence of a 
problem solving attitude. Another interpretation is possible on the y 
basis of the holistic theory of Goldstein who maintains that learning 
of a motor activity is never confined to e definite anatomical structure 
but that it is alwayu a total ree.ction of the organism to the demands of 
the environment. 
Goldstein also denies that a real restitution is possible, once 
1/E. L. Wieg, "Bilateral Transfer in the Motor Learning of Young 
Children und Adults," Child Development, 1932, 3, 
..§/K. Goldstein, The Organism, American Book Company, New York, 1939, 
damege to the central nervous system has occurred, He claims that 
epparent recovery is really a readjustment on the part of the d&maged 
~~ 
organism in order to get &lone; without the fonner function. He s&ys, 
"A true recovery of function comes only as a result of restor&tion of the 
anatomical substratum or, under exceedingly rare tilld limited conditions, 
by a tedious relearning with the help of a remnant of the sub str&tum 
which participated in the original function," 
Althou&)l many investigEctors in the past and present have >:cesreed 
with this concept of restitution, just as ru&ny have maintained 
y y y 
throu&)lout the years among them Frenz, Oden, Scheetz end .iilson 
that continued training not only can restore specific skills in a 
dameged organisn but thet elmost any part of the brain Cbll t W<:e over the 
functions of other parts, thus greatly facilitating recovery. 
SUllllllarizing these theories, one m>:cy s;:.y that certainly fmm e 
prectical Wld clinical point af view there seems to be [,O od reason for 
hope thet a great deal can be gained by utilizing factors such as 
training and transfer of learning. It c&n only further rehabilitation 
and recovery if over and above what can be achieved by outside 
stimulation and environmental factors, nature also does its part. 
1/K. Goldstein, "Ueber die Plastizitaet des Organismus auf Grund von 
Erfahrungen am nerven...lcranken 1ienschen, '' 
ys. I. Fr&nz, Nervous and Ment&l Re-education, New York, 1923. 
'2JS. I. Franz and R. o. Oden, "On Cerebral Motor Control," 
Psychobiology, 1917, l. 
jjs. I. Franz, M. E. i:lcheetz and A. Wilson, "The Possibility of Recovery 
of !f.otor Function in Long-Standing Ha:niplegiu," Journal Lmerican Medical 
Associ&tion, 1915, 65, 
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PART I I 
The first p&rt of this study tried to present vexious principles 
and theories on which &n evaluection of motor behavior is b ecsed. 
In the following chapters the description and enalysis of motor 
behavior will be viewed from a practical, clinical point of view. It 
starts with a discussion of some of the chc.racteristic body positions 
which the newborn infcillt assumes, progresses to hesd, upper ecnd lower 
extremities and includes the rrechanics of locomotion, such cs in rolling 
over, sitting, creeping and standing. It is, of cours8 1 reclized that 
the appraisal of a child's motor development can be .uade from an overall 
point of view only, blld that ~he attEmpt ec1 breuk-dovm into the various 
components of such motor activities serves only the purpose of better 
organization of the materi&l. 
CBAPTI!:R I 
mE NIDffiORN BABY 
The posture of c newborn baby is to c great extent a continuation 
of the intra-uterine position, Some of the characteristic posit ions 
.!/ 
which the newborn infant assumes are described by Dunham as follows: 
"llie newborn infant lies vri th the head held to the right or 
the left and resists strongly w.y attempt to change his position 
of the head., .. Usually, however, the head vdll be turned to one 
side when the infant is sleeping, and it will acquire a midline 
position when he is crying •• ,, 
"The newborn infant lies on the back with arms and legs 
slightly flexed, There is normally slight outward rotation of 
the legs at the hips and the legs tend to 5Ssume the sew.e position 
both when the infant is awake and v.hen he is asleep ... • i.t birth 
two vertebral curves are present, a dorsal and a scral, each 
convex posteriorly.,,,The cervical and lumbar curves are not 
established until the infant is old enough to stand, •• ·" 
This position is generally outgrown at the age of three to fou.r 
weeks. At this age the tonus of the musculature is more relaxed, the 
infant's leg ore held in a more extended posit ion et the hips and knees. 
In pathological conditions, however, the typical neonatal posture 
persists; frequently it is an early diagnostic sign of neurological or 
orthopaedic defects. It is, therefore, important to examine the infant's 
joints and muscles by taking his extremities through a full range of 
y 
motion. Dunham offers the following suggestions: 
y E. c. Dunham, "The il:ppraisal of the Newborn Infant," u. s. Children's 
Bureau Publication, 1947. 
"By abducting the arm, the head of the humerus can be easily 
palpated in the upper axilla. Full ext ens ion of' the elbows, 
knees, and hips is often difficult in the newborn infant, probably 
because the intra-uterine position is one of flexion at these 
joints, Flexion at the hips will be most marked in infants born 
by breech, and in these infants complete extension at the hips 
will be nearly impossible in the first three or four days. Tile 
great trochanter of the femur should be felt for on each side, 
and the leg should be rotated and abducted to determine whether 
the head of the trochanter is in the acetabulum. '.llie contour 
of the buttocks and the level of the gluteal folds should be 
carefully noted, as any assymetry may indicate dislocation of 
the hip joint. Each extremity should be handled to see that 
function and muscle tone are normal." 
To these characteristics of a normal newborn infant may be added a 
few more which-- unless recognized as normal attributes-- miGht easily 
be mistaken for pathologic features, 
One of the out standing differences between the infant and the adult 
is the size of the baby's head in relation to the rest of his body. 
tlliile the size of the head of an adult is only one seventh of his total 
size, a baby's head is one fourth of his total size, and usuully almost 
as wide as his chest. .As a matter of fact, the whole upper p£.rt of a 
newborn's body seems out of proportion to its lower extremities which 
appear very short. Tile size of the abdomen also seams to be out of 
proportion when CCillpared to the rest of the body, This is attributed 
to the infant's liver which is proportionally twice the size of an 
adult liver, 
A normal, healthy infant engages in very strong, active movements 
and vigorously kicks arms and legs around; he resists hny attanpt to 
restrain his freedom of motion. Tile baby's kicking movements &re quite 
stereotyped at this early &ge. Usually, the legs move in the same 
di-rection; quite frequently one leg leads, the other follows. 'l'be whole 
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±eg participates in the kicking movenent as one unit; hip, knee Wld 
foot move together. Only later, approximately at the age of three 
months, do the various segments of the upper and lower extremities move 
as distinctly separate units. A baby lying motionless or only moving 
his legs 311d arms feebly presents defini te!y an abnormc~ motor behavior 
and should be brou;,:ht to medicsl attention. 
However, these early kicking movements must not be mistaken for 
voluntary PUJ-'poseful movements; they are uncoordinated random =<i often 
only reflex movements. 
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CHAP'l'ER II 
REFLEX lilOVE,IEN'rS 
Reflex movements take place in response to mLUipulations, to 
stretching of muscles, to changes in position, to ~plication of 
6.ifferent tactile stimuli such as heat, cold or pressure, to light and 
sound and to restrictions of normal body motions. A number of 
investigators have studied the reactions of infants to these stimuli. 
Their findings hctve been reported in the medical und psychological 
lit er"ture. 
In 1918 Mora described " reflex reaction (<'lhich has since become 
known under his name) which he found almost uniformly present during 
the first few days of life and frequently up to the age of three months. 
'l'he infant is laid on his back on " springy surface; when this surface 
is struck on either side of the infant, he spreads his e~ms apart and 
then brings them together to fonn a bow; the legs engage in " similar 
movement. The reflex has also been observed in the ibnu of a repid 
rhythmic shaking or extension of arms and legs which will last for a 
fleeting moment, after which the infant relaxes spontaneously. Tbpping 
the child on the abdOillen, blmdng on his fuce LUd extending both legs 
suddenly and simultaneously brought about similar reactions. 
One will have to be very careful v>ih en using and evaluating such 
reflex activities fur diagnostic and prognostic purposes. There seans 
i;o be little doubt that cerebral illness defers the dis~eppearance of 
this reaction. If it persists after the a!Se of six months, it is 
regarded as a symptom of cerebral or pyramidal injury. 
There is, however, some disagreement in regard to the absence of the y 
Mora reflex. Gordon states that absence of me response in an 
extremity indicates either motor paralysis or injury on that side. y 
Sanford disagrees with Gordon; he tested 465 infants, a few hours to 
ten or fourteen days of &ge, and came to the conclusion that the response 
was often absent for several days at a time. HoVIever, he never found an 
assymetric&l response except in cases of fractures of the clavicle; in 
that case there was no reaction on the injured side. 
Although interpretation of these phenomenh may still offer many 
difficulties, the application of such reflex type of stimuli offer, 
nevertheless ample opportunity to observe and record motions of all 
extremities and to obtain an estimate of strenL,th !illd working condition 
of the muscles normally engaged in the execution of such motions. 
The Tonic Neck Reflex (TNR) has a more practical application in 
regard to diagnosis. Originally observed by iila&nus as a body-righting 
reflex of decerebrate animals, it was later adapted for study on infants, 
'Ihe tonic neck reflex consists of the tendency to brin!S the body into 
a position correspondin!S to the position of the head, It has been 
described in a more detailed way as follows: 
yM. B. Gordon, \'Mora :Bmbrace Reflex in Infancy," l;merican J"ourncl of 
Dise.asea Children, Volume 38, 1929. 
f!JN. H. Sanford, "The More Reflex as Diagnostic ).id in Fructure of the 
Clavicle in the Newborn Infant," American Journal of Diseases Jhildron, 
Volume 41, 1931, 
l. (:, 
''The head is turned to the right side, tile trunk slie;htly 
flexed to right, the left ann is flexed at the elbow, fully 
abducted and externally rotated. The other arm, toward which 
the face is turned, rests in an extended position at the side 
of the body or somewhat abducted. If the legs participate, the 
leg on the side toward which the face is turned, is more flexed 
and externally rotated than the face leg. \/hen the child falls 
asleep, the arms are usually shifted from the assymetrical to 
the symmetrical overhead position •••• This disappearance of the 
assymetrical position is presumably due to relaxation of the 
neck muscles in which the reflex originates.,,,n 
In this connection it msy be of interest to scy that Gesell's 
clinical studies lend support to the belief thet there is e relutionship 
between 'Il:-IR and subsequent hl>lldedness; en in1'wrt who shows a predominCJnt ly 
left TNR durinr; the first 12 weeks of life is almost alwcys by nature 
left-handed. 
The TNR is almost uniformly present during the first 1'ou.r wed<s of 
life, then gradually disappears; it is almost never found after the !ige 
of six months. In older children it wes observed by severd 
investic;ators; they dvmys found some patholoc;ic conC.it ions such us 
hydrocephdus end idiocy to be present. It is now ;;enerally a<;reed th&t 
a tonic neck reflex after the age of six uJ.onths is indicative of a lesion 
in the central nervous system, phl'ticulill'ly in the extrapyrcmidd tracts. 
l/lihite House Conference on Child He,lth and ?rotection, "Growth Wld 
Development of the Child," 'The Gent ury Company, 1933. 
C.!:W'TER III 
THE HEAD 
When at rest, the newborn baby usually lies with the head turned to 
one side; this position is due to the previously described tonic neck 
reflex, However, from his first day the infant is able to turn his head 
fran side to side while lying on his b&ck; he >lill do so freely cmd with 
no preference for one side or the other. Therefore, persistent rot&tion 
of the head to one side only should receive early attention, particul~rly 
if this rotation to one side is acccmpanied by lateral flexion of the 
head to the opposite side; it is the position charc.cteristic for 
Torticollis (wry neck), Certcinly, passive ran~o:e in lateral flexion 
and rotation of the head should be compared on both sides; tightness or 
contracture of the sternocleidomastoid muscles on one side are &lways 
signs of some abnormality, 
Remembering the fact that development occurs in a cephalo-caudal 
direction, it is very important to observe how tlle infant gains control 
of !lead motions; any irregularily in this region mey Hell be the fore-
runner and indicative of other lesions. 
Generally, the very young infant lifts his head first from the prone 
position. This movaillent cannot be considered s voluntary one at this 
age; it is purely ti reflex motion, most likely due to the instinctive 
urge to free the nose for breathing uhen lying on the stomach. The fact, 
however, that the infant is able to life his hesd at sll in the prone 
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:position, shows th&t there is in early infency a definite predominrnce 
of the posterior neck muscles &s campared to the anterior neck muscles. 
!:./ 
Aldrich attributes this fact to en evolutionary theory that "bodies 
were oritsinellY built for a walkine, :position on all fours 6lld the muscles 
at the back of the neck, since they bore the weii)lt of the he:o.d, were 
necessarily much stronger then those in front •••• " 
A number of authors b&ve recorded the :o.e;e levels at which they have 
observed children performing motor activities, such as lifting the head, 
rolling over, sitting, creeping, and so on. Following is a table 
pertaining to lifting the head from the prone position; other simil&r 
tables will be presented later in the course of this study. 
These data from various sources have been collected to mow; (1) 
the o.verage age at which the respective investigators found normal 
infants engaging in these activities; (2) to call &ttention to the wide 
differences in age found when comparing the data; (3) to show different 
ways in which these activities were performed: 
.!/0• A. Jl~drich, Babies .:.:re Human Beine;s, r,;c,ct!illan Company, 1938. 
I'· 
y 
Shirley 
y 
Gesell 
Linfert and Hierholzer 
4/ 
Buehler 
3 weeks ••••• 88)6 
lifting momentarily (Zone 1) Z 
lifting momentc.rily (Zone ::.) 
sustained lifting 
3/ 
4 to 7 weeks ••••••• 78'/o 
18 weeks •.•.••• 96% 
8 weeks 
to 4 weeks 
8 weeks 
1::. weeks 
Obviously, the differences in age levels at Vlhich these authors 
observed children lifting their head can be ettributed to a difference in 
the execution of this mov8lllent. Lifting the head for a fleeting moment 
(possibly reflexely) must be differentiated from the effort of lifting 
it intentionally to look around. Tnere were "lso differences in dee;rees 
to which the head was lifted, Gesell classifies performances uccording 
to range of motion ("ZOnes"), 
~or testing posterior neck muscles, the following procedure is 
suu;ested: While lyint, on his stomach, the inflilnt is lifted from the 
table. It will be found that & normal baby lifts his head slightly 
above the horizontal level; when lowered to the rurface, he lifts his 
head momentarily, turning his face to one side before resting it on the 
_!/M. Shirley, "The First Two Years: A Study of 25 Children, 11 Postural 
and Locomotor Development, Volume I, 1931, ,.ronot;ram .:leries Number 4. 
Intellectual Development, Volume II, 1933, l.lonosram Series Number 7. 
University of Minnectpolis, il)[innesot a, I.J.inn. Institute of Child -,lelfare. 
~A. Gesell and C. Armatruda, op. cit, 
~H. E. Linfert and H. ivl. Hierholzer, "A Scale for Measuring liiental 
Development of Infants Durin10 the First Year of Life," Studies in 
Psychology and Psychiatry, Catholic University of lilmrica, 1928, Volume 1. 
4/C. Buehler, The First Year of Life, New York, John Day, 1930, 
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surface. Th.is demonstrates normal posterior neck muscles. .An inf&nt 
older than two or three months who m&kes no attempt at lifting his head, 
or who attempts to lift it unsuccessfully md drops it, most likely has 
weak neck muscles, 
A similar position can be used to test posterior neck and back 
1/ 
muscles simultaneouslY. Landau has described a reflex movement in 
infants which is obtained by placing a hand under the infant's abdomen 
and then lifting him into the air. He found that there occurred a tonic 
extension of neck and back, and frequently of the legs, too, 'Ihe infant 
assumes a lordotic position which lasts from half u minute to two 
minutes. If during this illOVenent pressure is applied to the back of the 
head, the extension tonus disappears immediately Wld the infoot flexes 
the trunk in a jackknife manner, completely relaxing the posterior neck 
and back muscles. This reflex behavior is found in infants from the age 
of 6 to 18 months Wld sometimes up to two years. It is considered to be 
a response to labyrinthic stimulation, an effort made by the child to 
regain the balance of the body which is only supported on a Sllall base 
(the hand). Although it must not be forc;otten that this reflex activity 
is of a subcortical nature, it can help to evaluate tl<e strength c.nd 
functions of the posterior neck and back muscles. 
'Ille next stage in the development of neck muscles is reached when 
the infants can hold their heads in a .plane with the body while held in E 
sitting position. Tne average age at which investigators report this 
achievement follows: 
Y A. Landau, op. cit. 
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Janes for 2 seconds or lon:::;er by the 19th dey ( 50fo) y 
Linfert and Hierholder 4 weelcs ••••• 30"fo 
v 
Buehler y 
Hazlitt 
E) 
Gesell 
9 weeks • •••• 347b 
13 weeks ••••• 46j6 
9 weeks 
17 weeks 
17 weel-cs 
Observotions have sho1·m uniformly thd liftint; of tne heed from the 
supine position occurs later then all other he<:.d movements. The first 
attempt is fre<;.uently made at about three &onth s of &§se. .~t this early 
sttte;e lill attempt usueclly results in a disturbance of eq_uilibrium; the 
he:od wobbles and bobs to the side, .s.t the a~ce of four to six months e 
baby can be expected not only to lift the he,,a freely ecnd voluntbl'ily 
bfeinst [r&vity nhen lying on his baclc, but c,lso to hold it steuly e.nd to 
rotate it freely to all sides wi1ile sitting. 
Lifting of the hea<i in the supine position is a preliminc;ry postural 
&djustment to sitting up, The infent's desire to sit up em be observed 
by his facial e:x:pres::dons; his chin .QullinL forwcs.rd, his iJ.outh open, rn 
&nXious expression in his eyes, the baby pulls himself up <cs soon as any 
help is offered, However, if his cJJ.terior neclc muscles 
y;,:, G, Jones, "The Development of Early Behavior Patte1·ns in Young 
Children," Pedagogical Seminary, Volume 33, 1926, 
f!H. E. Linfert und n. l·,I. ill.erholzer, op. cit. 
~G. Buehler, op, cit, 
4/V. Hc.zlitt, 'I'ne Psycholo[,y of Inflillcy, Dutton, Hew Yorlc, 1933, 
EJ A. Gesell ll.lld G •• '>.:rnwtrud&, op. cit, 
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( sternocleidamastoids) are not sufficiently strong, his head wobbles, 
falls and stays backward while his trunk is pulled up to sitting position • 
. Although it is possible that normally the head mny sag backward during 
the first phase of sitting up (about 30 to 40 degrees trunk flexion), 
it was found that >lhen the head was supported pc.ssively in line with the 
body the healthy baby was always able to mdntain the position by himself 
and to come up without further support af the heud. Tne most adv<nced 
stuge has been reached when the infant lifts the hec.d of the surfc.ce 
first, followed by lifting the shoulders, retraction of the abdominal 
wall c.nd thus pulling himself up to the sittint, posiGion. 
The follov1ing investigations did not differentiate between the 
above described phE.ses in this uctivity; according to their research, 
these &re the median a:;es at which inf=t s lifted the he&d from the 
supine position: 
y 
Shirley 20 weeks 
§! 
Beuhler 22 weeks 
Gesell 
~ 28 weeks 
Lifting the head against gravity and mainttining this position 
requires not only muscle strength but also muscle coordination and 
skill; it is one of the early manifestations in infancy of any interest 
to explore the outside world. This is the reason why this stage in lile 
.!;M. Shirley, o;e • cit. 
yc. Buehler, op. cit. 
3 i ." :2/ A. Gesell and c. l.rmatrud&, OJ2 • cit. 
development of an inf<mt is of great significence; frequently, it has 
even diagnostic implications. In&bility to lift the head up (while 
obviously wanting to do so) in an infant older thWl six illonths points to 
faulty muscular or neural development. ;~sence of the desire to do so, 
inspi te of apparently good musculature of the neck, frequently represents 
en early symptom of retard&tion of normal development; it mcy well be 
associated with other motor disturbances less easily discernible at this 
early age. 
Rolling of the head, jerky head motions, banging of the head 
ag&inst a surface or wall, and other such incoordinated movements, are 
usually due to emotional factors and should be called to medical attention 
as soon as they are observed. 
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CHAPTER IV 
.AIMS AND HA.'IDS 
No other aspect of motor development h&s aroused as much .interest 
in literature and has been investigated as intensively as the one deuling 
with the upper extremities. iilinost all tests that are used for evaluating 
early behavior of a child are besed on activities which involve the use 
of the hands. Obviously, the outcome of such tests cannot be intrepreted 
exclusively in terms of strength of muscles and mote r development of the 
upper extremities. These tests are complex, involving factors such as 
intelligence, emotion, and so on; they are else very closely linked with 
the development of faculties which are generally grouped under the term 
of "learning". For the purpose of this study, activities will be 
considered primarily from the point of view of motor development. It 
was previously pointed out in this paper that the evaluution of motor 
development per se has to be considered as but one of the many components 
to be investigated, for the complete diagnosis. 
One of che most difficult, if not the most difficult, task is to 
determine whether a baby's hand is normal or not. iihile the movements 
of the arms, legs and feet of an infant can be compared -- to a certain 
extent at least -- with those of an adult, it is impossible to evaluete 
the hand of an infant by the n:ethods used for older children or adults. 
For example, an infant three months old cannot be expected to reach out 
intentionally for objects. 'iihen testing motor functions of the upper 
4:f 
extremities, one will, therefore, have to keep in mind at mat age level 
any such activities can reasonably be expected; one will ulso have to be 
aware of the wide differences existing in the fo :rm of execution of such 
activities at various stages of development. 
One of the earliest responses of the infant grasping an object --
is frequently misinterpreted. Many authors have investiguted the grasp 
of infants and have come to the conclusion that & "grasp reflex" is 
present from the moment of birth. If ~ object is placed in the hand 
of a newborn baby, he grasps it in a paw-like fashion; this is entirely 
different from the mechanism of the voluntary grasp which develops only 
later. 
The edrly grasp reflex is of a subcorticul nat l.ll'e and is so strong 
that the entirev.eight of the infant cun be supported when he grasps a 
rod or the examiner's finger. The same mechanism, observed in many 
primates, is attributed to a survival end defense reaction, by ovhich the 
young attempt to hold on to their mother and can be earned safely. 
!Viost authors agree that this reflex prevails in healthy children 
until the age of about three months and thut it becomes less pronounced 
durin~ the second quarter of the first year; it disappears toward the 
end of the first year, 
y 
McGr&w, using u bar for her experiments, describes the progression 
of the grtisp mechanism in infancy as follows: 
1/M. B. l'icGraw, "Suspension Grasp Behavior of the Human Infunt," 'll:.te 
~rican Journal of Disaass ~hildren, Volume 60, 1940. 
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"1. There is a strong grasp of the fine;ers, with the thumb flexed 
below the bar. 
2. lct'ter the second month, the intensity of the t;rasp decreases 
and the thumb inactively surroWlds the bar. 
3. There is a period of rejection, when the hand will refuse to 
grasp or will even push the bar aw~. 
4. The true grasp follows. In this, the thumb is actively wrapped 
around the bar which is held finnly in the palm. In the 
second year, when this is accomplished, the reflex nature 
of the grasp has largely disappeared uhd the uctivity is 
entirely under voluntary control." 
During the first few weeks, the outside fingers of a baby's hand 
are strone;er than the index und middle finger; he t;rasps with the whole 
psl.m and often includes motion of the wrist which is apt to deviate to 
the ulnar side. Later, the index and the middle finger become stronger, 
the grasp shifts to the radial side, the fingers grasp more uctivdy. 
This radial palmar gra~usually 
~. 
can be observed shortly before thumb 
opposition occurs. 
Thus it is evident that early §.rasp reflex activities sllould not 
be evaluated in terms of normal or s.bnormal muscle strength of the hand • 
.Although the normal newborn and very young infant habitu&lly lies v;ith 
his fingers bent into a fist and E.lthough he lliliy exhibit the grasp reflex 
when properly stimulated, his fingers c:m always be strait;htened out 
passively through the full range into complete extension. In contrast, 
excessive strength of the finter flexors is O.emonstrated by an overs.ctive 
grasp; if accompanied by a limited range of passive finger extension, it 
is most likely due to a lesion in the central nervous ey stem, such <cs 
cerebrs.l paralysis. 
~~sence of a fairly strong grip is frequently indicative of 
4.3 
.1mpaiment of muscle power, possibly due to obstetrical paralysis, 
poliomyelitis and other diseases of the neuro-motor system. 
1he thumb is the last finger to develop independent motion. At 
four weeks it is still of no prtictical use; even c;t the age of three to 
six months its only motion is that of flexion Wld extension. However, 
-~he child will grasp and hold objects in his hand by using the flexors 
and adductors of the thumb. The opponens pollicis itself, taking the 
thumb through a semi-circular movement into opposition, fWlC tiona rarely 
before the age of nine months. 
1; 
Halverson describes the difference between ehl'lier und later 
grasp mechaniSIIl as follows: "Early grasping is immediate, Wladjustable, 
forceful and tenacious. ·At one year grasping is deliberate, adaptable 
with respect to size, form of weight of the object und only as strong 
and tenacious as the occasion requires. 11 
Many types of activities have been used to test and evaluate 
prehension at various age levels. Reaching for cubes, resistance to 
withdrawal of objects placed in the infant's hand, picking up objects 
which were placed in various posi tiona before the baby, and releasing 
y 
of the objects, are only a few of the test items used by Gesell, 
:Y 4; 
Linfert and Hierholzer, Bayley, and others. 
l/H. M· Halverson, "A Further Study of Grasping," J"ournal of General 
Psychology, Volume VII, 1932. 
~/A. Gesell and C. J\rmatruda, op. cit. 
;2/H. E. Linfert and H. Iv!. Hierholzer, op. cit • 
!,IN. Bo.yley, "Mental Growth During the First Three Years: A Developmental 
Study of 61 Children by Repeated Tests," General Psychology l\lonogram, 
Voiume 14, 1933. 
4.4 
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These tests are not only too well known but also too complex in 
its nature to be described here in detail. A short SUllllllary of findings 
may serve as a guide for comparing normal prehension with motor behavior 
that seems to be retarded or abnormal: 
1/ 
Buehler 
Shirley 
y 
Gesell 
Bailey 
4 months: hrn.ds move toward object within reach 
5 months: objects are gripped in both hands 
6 months: reach toward objects ou·t of reach 
6 months: grasp all objects they see 
3 months: waving or reaching in the direction of <ill 
object 
4 months: reaching, touching rn.d momentarily grasping 
objects 
5 months: retention of stationary objects 
6 months: grasping 
6 months: transferring object from hand to hand 
4 months: resistance to withdrawal of a rod placed in 
6 months: 
months: 
hand ( 75-fo) 
pick up cube 
retains cube 6 
9 months: retains cube 
( 75)1,) 
placed 
placed 
5 months: reaching for cube 
6 months: picking up cube 
in hand ( 57;t0) 
in hrn.d (100;~) 
7 months: picking up cube deftly and directly. 
Muscle strength and coordination can be evaluated by carefully 
observing the infant when he engages in these activities. 1m analysis 
of the muscles involved in the act of, e.g. picking up a cube and 
retaining it in the hand would thus serve to evaluate the fu llowing 
yo. Buehler, op. cit. 
~!. Shirley, OJ2 • cit. 
:#A. Gesell and C. Arrnatruda, OJ2 • cit. 
~N. Bayley, OJ2 • cit. 
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muscle groups: Flex.dig.profundis 
Flex, dig, sublimis 
Lumbricales 
Interossei 
Flex.poll.longus and brevis 
Opponens 
The flexors and extensors of the wrist interact by stabilizing the 
wrist. Deviation of the wrist to the uln&r side d8ulonstrates that the 
extensors or flexors (carpi ulnaris or both) ere stronger than the 
radial group; as discussed previously, it is important to consider at 
which age level this deviation occures. While &t the age of two or 
three months this form of grasp mey still be normal, at the ac,e of five 
to six months the infant should have shifted to & c1ore radial type of 
gr&sp with the wrist steadied in a neutral position and all the fingers 
participating in the &ct. The infant who consistently picks up objects 
VIi th his fingers curled, the wrist flexed 'nd deviated to tl1e ulnar side 
is likely to suffer from some neuro-muscular disorder. 
Releasing an object voluntarily (not just dropping it) constitutes 
a further step in the progression of hand ucti vi ties, le adint; to 
thrmving of objects. 'l"nis desire to throw things, primarily caused by 
the infant's wish to hear them fall, frequently appears between the <>ge 
of six to nine months; ut the age of 12 months wost children throw quite 
well. Good control o;nd coordin&tion, not only between fint,er flexors 
=d extensors but also of the musculuture of arm und shoulder, are 
pre-recuisites for such a CO!Jlplex activity, 
From the !ibove example it can be seen how important it is to 
understand the developmental stages through which every inft:nt has to go, 
l@lorance of what constitutes "normal" developJJJent Jlley le<>d to " 
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misinterpretation of observed motor patterns. Up to the age at 1\hich 
a certcin motion can be expected of a baby, such cS re&chin~S, grasping, 
and so on, the exeminer will have to rely on observutions of rendoro 
movements, consistency of such patterns, their checructer, rhythm end 
coordination, ·:ro a greater extent still, he will hEVe to use p 5SSi ve 
motions and m5llipuh,_tions in order to determine muscle tone, muscle 
strength and range of joint motion. 
Restricting the infant's motions by holding his arms in unusuel 
positions is a technique often proved useful, J.. heathy, norru&l bc,by 
will meet any such attempt Vii th strong resistcmce; tt.ere will be no 
doubt as to the efficiency ruJ.d strength of the child's muscles -.lhich 
paticipate in such resistive movements, 1itl!lY of these defensive 
reRctions are, however, not voluntary move1oont s, but primitive reflex 
motions on a s~bcortical level • 
.Y y 3/ 
\Iatson, Shirley, and Pratt reported the reactions of infents 
when their noses were pinched. Although these investigations do not 
alweys agree us to the characteristics of the responses, they all report 
several non-specific reactions, such as kicking with one or both legs, 
extending the head or back, wevine; or kicking of the arms, and general 
restlessness. .:.round the fourth month these reactions e;enerwly become 
y;r. B. \Iatson, Behaviorism, People's Institute Publishing Company, 
New York, 1925, 
~· Shirley, op. cit. 
yK. C. Pratt, J.., K. Nelson and K. H. Sun, "'l"ne Behavior of the Newborn 
Infant," Contributions to Psychology, Ohio ut&te University .:>tudies, 
1930, Number 10, 
4.7. 
more specific defense movements, such as real pushins rowcy movements, 
turning the head awey 8Ild pulling a;Ney from the stimulus disturbing, 
Certainly, a normal bsby should react in some fonn or other to 8IlY 
such restriction of his freedom; a child who lies p<:,ssively and does not 
protest when pill'ts of his body are pinched, tickled or stroked, who does 
not try to free himself when his anns are held dovm at his sides, or 
who does not protest vigorously when his &nilS are held crossed over his 
chest or extended over his head, such a child certainly represents rome 
deviation from nonnal behavior. Obviously, it is possible that the 
absense of such reactions is due to mental retard&tion, but it nwy W.so 
be due to sensory disturb6Ilces or to the ina-oility of the 1uotor apparatus 
to engage in muscular activity, 
From the first moment of his life a beby kicks about vigorously 
with his arms and legs and he practically never -- except in his sleep 
keeps his extremities motionless. However, as was mentioned before, 
these movewents are, at first, purposeless end stereotyped; shoulder, 
elbow, wrist lilld fingers p6l'ticipete simultaneously; single or isoluted 
movements of one of these parts ere rarely seen at en early age, 
Coordinated movements of both arms, such as reaching out for an 
object dilllgling in front of the infent, cennot be expected before the 
age of four to six months. il.t first, these efforts seam to lack direction 
and intention. Usually both anns act simultblleously, reaching out for 
the object at once. Often the attempt fails because the flexor muscles 
of the arm still predominate et this stage; the infcnt pulls his &nil 
back, the hands jerkinc; toward his mouth. 'rhe ext ens or muscles of the 
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arm g8in only later -- approximately between the sixth and seventh 
month -- sufficient strength and motor control to W.low for colllplete 
voluntary reach for an object. 
\Iith increasing ate the child's activities become more cOlllplex; 
it will be more difficult for the examiner to differentiate between 
involuntary manipulations and voluntary, learned behevior. However, 
it has to be stressed again that we are concerned in this study with the 
isolated aspect of motor behnvior und that the interpretation of the 
findings is beyond our discussion. 'Ihe follov<ing test items established 
by several investigators may guide the ex&miner in the selection of 
activities which, in turn, he can anclyze as to muscles involved in 
their execution: y 
Shirley -- 5 months: 
7 months: 
8 months: 
10 months: 
frOlll 6 
to 12 months: 
y 
12 months: 
18 months: 
Buehler -- before 
4 months: 
4 months: 
6 months: 
7 months: 
7 months: 
11 months: 
yivi. Shirley, op. cit. 
~c. Buehler, op. cit, 
putting object into mouth 
put cup to mouth as if to drink 
pat an object 
points with index finger, uses it to touch 
objects end pry into holes 
objects are often held in one hand and 
ban,;ed with the other 
throwing a ball with aim (50%) 
throwing a ball with t!i.ul {85/o) 
touching, holding, knoc~ing and rubbing an 
object 
object is simply lifted Lnd lowered with arm 
object is permitted to fell 
begins to play with two objects, :naves them 
separately, rubbing c.nd knocking them 
together 
begins pressing, stretching 6Ild tearing object 
object is lifted and thrown forvmrd, 
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Gesell 4 months: 
4 months: 
6 months: 
6 months: 
\J months: 
9 months: 
12 months: 
12 months: 
12 months: 
12 months: 
12 months: 
18 months: 
18 months: 
18 months: 
pleyin;:; with hWlds, brings hmd to mouth 
ploys with objects (50)';) 
splashes vii th hw.ds in bath 
pats the table (50%) 
pats the table (100%) 
imitates rinc:ing of bell (501•) 
imitates ringine; of bell (75%) 
scribbles on pcper VJi th lar<-e creyon when 
shown the movement ( 757;) 
piles one block on top of unother ( 75,~) 
piles three blocks on top of "-!lot her ( 60,b) 
piles four blocks on top of mother ( 40/•) 
piles three blocks on top of another (lOOt;) 
piles four blocks on top of Lnother (40Yo) 
scribbles spontWleou&ly ( 75;1;). 
Other test situations which arouse or hold the infunt 1 s interest 
are listed here as sug,;estions for c,ctivi ties appropriate d certein 
age levels: 
1. Nesting boxes vii th large differences in their sizes ( li to 
2 years} 
2, Piline; blocks 
3. Open cover of a box 
4. Crumpling piece of paper (6 to 9 llionths) 
5, Unwrapping m object after seeing it wrapped (1:0 to 18 months) 
6. 'I'ry to put on shoes ( 12 months) 
7. rake off shoes (12 months) 
8. Use of fork nnd spoon beo,inning at :I;; months (&ccomjlished at 
24 months). 
Studies heve borne out that in the first half year of life most 
infants &re ambidexterous and show no preference for either ri e;ht or 
]J J,., Gesell md C. i..rmatruda, op. cit. 
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left hand. .hccordiil£ to Lederer "there were about equal numbers of 
C'!ses showing right ond left handed status during the second half of the 
first year of life, with a sudden increase to a predominance of rit;ht-
Y 
handed cases in the second yeer". Lippman reports an increasing 
tendency to use the ribht hWld at the age of four and & half months. 
:Y 
Shirley comes to less definite conclusions in reg~_,rd to handedness; 
in the lying :posture both hands were used for touching, e;r;cs:ping and 
retaining; both hands were c"lso used in sit tillko; when one hund Wes used 
only, there seemed to be a slit)lt :preference for the right hand. Shirley 
mllkes the observation that >'lhen an infant enguges first in the 
:performance of some activity, he uses both hunds interch<mgeably und that 
only after some degree of skill is achieved, he will bebin to prefer the 
use of one hWldo She concludes that, generally, the :position of the 
object determines which hand is used and that the infant reaches with the 
hand nearest the object. 
It is interesting to note hoH many different opinions have been put 
forth in regcu-d to the cause of left-handedness. Rx::perts differ 
accordinG, to their concept whether h!indedness is c. biologicu, social 
or physical phenomenon. They all seem to q;ree that envirollillent &1 
conditions end social demands influence at le ccst some dee:,ree preference 
yR. Lederer-Klein, "Studies in Infm t Beh&vior ," University of Iowa 
.:itudies, Volume XVI, ~<lumber 2, 1939 • 
.&'H. s. Li:ppmnn, "Certain Behavior He<.':ponses in Ehl'ly Inf=cy ," 
Pedagogical Seminary, 19~7, Volume 34. 
:YM• S'hirley, o:p. cit. 
., __.....,:-; (1~,~-~~~~-rty 
:..-'- ·-- __ i/,11"\ 
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:!'or one hend. Whether we believe th &t domin=ce of one hemisphere of 
the brain is an explenation for the existence of h2ndedness, or tnbt 
inheritance according to the Mende lien law is the most importlillt factor, 
or -- as hes been suggested by sociologists -- thc,t handedness stems 
from the remote beginning of the race, there can exist no doubt that >Je 
live in a right-handed world and that there is a strong influence -- if 
not pressure -- to conform to this st=dard. 
Gesell's studies show th &t handedness is not c simple trait but 
rather e product of growth which is closely related to other developments 
of laterality, such as the tonic neck reflex, eyedness bUd footedness. 
Gesell's cinematographic records taken at the Yale Clinic of Child 
Development furnish data relating to hLnd preference at various age 
}j 
levels which are summarized as follows: 
Schematic Seguence of Major Forms of H1illdedness 
16-20 weeks: 
24 weeks: 
28 weeks: 
32 weeks: 
36 weeks: 
40-44 weeks: 
48 weeks: 
52-56 weeks: 
contact unilateral and, in gener&l, tends to be with 
left hand 
a definite shift to bilaterality 
shift to unilateral and oftenest right hand is used 
shift again to bilateral 
bilaterality dropping out and unilaterality coming in; 
behavior usu&lly characterized "right" or "left"; 
left predomin&tes in the majority 
sane type of behavior, unilateral, 11 rie,ht" or "left", 
but now rit):lt predominates in the majority 
in some a temporary, end in mmy a first shift, to 
use left hand -- as well as use of right hand --
either used unilaterally 
shift to clear unilater&l domin<mce of right hand. 
From this tttble it can be seen that there occur freg_uent chWl<,es 
1/A. Gesell ·and L. B. J.mes, 11 The Development of Handedness," J"ournal of 
General Psychology, 70, 1947. 
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i.n the ways that inf6llts mrnipulate objects wd thtot these shifts are 
closely related to the total action system of the child. liesell explains 
this interaction in the genesis of laterality in his study "Ontoc;enesis y 
of Laterality" in t hr;se words: 
n ... . men, inspite of his bilateral construction, does not face 
the world on a frontal plane of symmetry •••• He develops monolccteral 
aptitudes and preferences in h8ndedness, eyedness, rootedness end 
other forms of unidexterity. Perfect ambidexterity, if it exists, 
would seein almost an ,,bnorm6lity, becmse effective E<ttentionul 
adjustment require an assymetric foe eJ.izc.tion of motor set. The 
behavior center of e;ravity always tends to shift to '"n eccenltric 
position. Unidexterity of hand, foot or eye does not s:> much 
represent an absolute difference in skill as a predilection for 
stalllized psycho-motor orientation." 
The interweaving matur£<tion of symmetric end &ssymetric behtovior 
forms which was dernonstr&ted in Gesell's Sec.uance of iLndedness is thus 
atPributed in this study also to changing pattems in the genesis of 
laterality. 
From the ebove discussion it ern be seen that comparison of the 
movements of both extremities is just as importMt as the observdion 
of the functions of an arm or a hmd it self; any discrepuncy between 
functions on eithe~ side e;enerally indicates '' disturbrnce in motor 
development. If one arm or h<illd is preferred consistently to the other, 
8Ild purticul&rly if one extremity does not purticipe.te at all in 
uctivities, a central or peripheral injury of the nervous system is very 
likely to be the cause. 
y A. Gesell, "Ontogenesis of Ltcterality," .dwdbool<: of Child Psychology, 
Clark University Press, -,iorcester, 1933. 
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ClUPTER V 
LEGS ""liD FEET 
;.:t; birth blld during the very first f'e>< ><eeks of life, the inf'ont 
moves his lo<~er extremities more actively thrm the &rms &nd hWJ.ds. 'rhis 
mey seem to be contr&dictory to the quoted l&w of cephalo-caudal 
development which indic<Otes thot at birth development is most advWlced 
in the cortical region which controls the cervical spine end the upper 
extremities. However, this rather confusing mota r piittern moy be ex-
plW.ned on the basis that at this early age there mey possibly be 
sufficient development of' cortical regions controllill6 the upper port 
of' the body to allow for some degree of inhibition of motion in the 
shoulder !illd hl'lll region, while the cortical regions controlling the 
pelvic girdle and the lower extremities are not sufficiently developed 
yet to prevent more active r&ndam motions of the leES• 
i.t birth the most advunced cortical development has occurred in 
regions which control the flexion mechanism; it is, therefore, not 
surprising to find that -- also due to the previous intra-uterine 
position-- the very young infent retoins for some time this 
characteristic preference for pattems of' flexion of 1h e trunk mtd the 
extremities. 
i.cute flexion of' the hips end knees is the habi tucl position which 
the infant assumes when lyine, on his becck until he is about fo·c~r months 
old, The legs are outwurdly rotated to such a degree that the lateral 
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aspect of the thit;h frequently rest on the bed. However, c. hedthy baby 
shows a normal passive rent;e of motion of his lov1er extremities; his 
hips and knees cunnot only be passively flexed until the knees touch the 
chest, but they cun be passively extended through the full renee of 
motion so th2t the entire posterior aspect of thishs und le~::s touches 
the bed. 
There should be complete ranc,e of motion in udduction ecnd abduction 
and inward and outward rotation. The following t&ble lists the average 
rmge of passive mob ion of infants to be expected c.t various age levels: 
Hip flexion with knees bent: knees em be brought to chest at 
any age. 
Hip flexion with knees straight ( straie;ht leg raising) 
to 6 months: 50°to 60° 
6 to 9 months: 60°to 80° 
9 to 24 months: so0to 110° 
Hip ext ens ion: 
to 3 months: to neutral or possibly minus 10° 
3 to 9 months: neutral to 10° hypErextension 
9 to 24 months: l0°to 20° hyperextension 
Hip abduction: 
to 6 months: 
6 to 24 months: 
Hip external rot at ion: 
to 3 months: 60°to 90° 
3 to 9 months: 50°to ?0° 
9 to 24 months: 400to 60o 
Hip internal rotation: 
to 3 months: 10°to 20° 
3 to 9 months: 10°to 30° 
9 to 24 months: 10°to 45° 
It is, therefore, of the greatest import wee to test the passive 
runge of motion and not to confuse habitual resting positions with 
abnormal motor pattems and restriction of joint motion due to sp&stic ity, 
contr&ctures, and so on, lillY gross restriction in passive range of 
motion should be investigated. 
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It is considerably more difficult to evaluate active movements of 
the lower extremities. Certeinly, a he'J. thy baby kicks vigorously with 
his legs; he rarely, except in his sleep, keeps his lower extremities 
motionless for any length of time. During the first few Heeks, these 
movements are primlU'ily hip and knee flexion -- with the hips held 
outwardly rotated -- ana to a lesser det;ree hip and knee extension. 
Characteristically, there will occur a rather jerky motion of b endi. ng 
the knees to the chest (frequently touching the chest) followed by a 
jerky extension of hips <nd lmees through a r!illrse of about 45 degrees. 
The extension phase of this movement ordinlirily is considerc:bly briefer 
than the flexion phase, the baby holding the knees close to or toward 
the chest for quite awhile before relaxing the flexors sufficiently to 
allow for a brief extension motion. Generally, both legs psrticip&te 
simultaneously in this activity. Occasionslly, one leg mcy lead the 
movement, but the inf<illt usually begins only at the age of six to ei[sht 
weeks to engage in alternate flexion &nd ext ens ion JllOV anent s. Frequently 
the trunk participates in the movement, bending laterally; the upper 
extremities often take part, too, in this general activity, expressing 
the need of the infant to move freely. 
But while it must be stressed thd the pdtern of holding the hips 
and knees flexed most of the time durine; the first few months is a normal 
one, it must be Elllphasized equally strongly, th<ct the normd infant 
resists, too, =Y attempt &t holdinc; his hips pr,ssively flexed for c.ny 
length of time. ,;s a metter of fact, it hEs frequently been observed 
during the course of this study that from the moment the exuniner bends 
his knee forcibly to his chest, the infant shows much stronger ruovanent s 
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of hip end knee extension while offering resistunce then he \iould demon-
strate on a voluntary motion. Certainly, this ec-rly defense mech<onism 
(whether based on subcortical reflex or on voluntary motion) can be use<'i 
to advuntage to elicit a p&ttern of hip and knee extension. ilbsence of 
6ll attempt to _push the legs down after they have been held in extreme 
flexion for a period of time is e rather definite s-ymptom th 2t motor 
development is disturbed. ·Tickling of the feet will cause <illY nonnd 
baby to pull his feet up toward his chest; absence of this reflex bCt 
is also a very helpful diagnostic aid. 
A more difficult task is the testing of the strenbth of the hip 
abductor muscles. An infWlt engao,es very rarely in the motion of 
abducting his legs. \lhile it mcy rometimes be possible to palpate the 
·abductors (gluteus medius, tensor fascitis latue) vlhen the b&by flexes 
and outw&rd rotates his legs, this activity usu&lly does not tifford 
enough opportunity for a thorough evalu&tion of this muscle group, wr.ich 
is one of the most importcnt one for diagnosis of certdn diseases end 
disabilities (dislocated hips, and so on); 
However, ag&in we c&n make use of the infcnt's desire to free 
himself fran hindering external re strintions. If the legs are adducted 
to the fullest passive rbllge by eros sine them over e<,ch other as fw.' "s 
possible, the infcnt >iill reuct by vi~-oorously trying to pull them tip&rt 
in order to resUine his he;bituW. res till€ position. .ii'req_uent ly it is 
possible to observe 6lld pupate ebductor ectivity in tnis wcy. 
lmother test \Jhich hc.s sometimes been successful wus to lift the 
baby 11l1ile he is lyint on his side. He is supported at the trunk and 
.. 
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hips VIi th the lee,s hene,ing downward. The child is then lowered rc.ther 
fast 811d suddenly throut;h the air (still in side lying position). In 
his attempt to regain b&lance ("ri:c:hting reflex") he frequently lifts 
his top leg, cbducting it at the hips. Ha.1ever, only about 50 per cent 
of the infants tested in this way reccted in this fashion; furthemore, 
tJ:;e reaction disappeued E.f'ter the first or second attElllpt. Nom&lly, 
infcmts lose this response to a change in ec:uilibriUlll nhen they are about 
three to six months old. 
iillother position which was found useful for testing hip cbdc1ctors 
was to hold the infant sitting on one knee. Rather suddenly, the 
infant is tilted over to one side, almost Gs if letting him fall 
sideways off the knee. In the attempt to regein his balance and sit till€ 
position, the infants abducts the top leg (the one c,way from the side to 
which he is being lowered). 
JQthough it is probably more difficult to evcluate hip abductor 
musculature than any other muscle c;roup, it should be possible to obtain 
at least an estimate of their functions. Lbsence of recctions to &ll 
above described techniques is likely due to some irretcularily in the 
neuro-musculur lllechani 911. Bowever, it is rather rare to find inactive 
hip c,bductors without other symptoms of e,bnorm&l lllOtor beh&vior. Tight 
hip adductors are prob&oly t.lle lll.Ost freQuently found adjuncts to & 
faulty hip abductor mechmism. Deformities such as i1ip adduction 
contractures, in or outward rot&tion contrsctures, elev&ted pelvis on 
one side, piston mobility in the hip joint, pain or gr&ting noise when 
the lee is moved, are only a few of the m8lly symptolllS >ihich help in the 
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diagnosis of disorders of the hip. 
An evaluation of the strength of the hip adductors can usu£J.ly be 
obtained fairly easily by abduct inc: the infant's legs bilut er uly througL 
their fullest passive range (about 120 to 160 degrees). A vigorous 
attempt to bring the le,zs b<.ck to the habitual resting po8ition will 
enable the testing of this muscle group. 
Fort1mately, it is not very often necessery to test too accurately 
the muscle strength of hip inward Wld outwocrd rot2tors; these muscles 
C<re very difficult to rate in infancy. I'he anount of passive rGIJGe of 
mot ion is generally accepted as Ln indi c dian of their func tion&l level, 
Obviously, there should be no limitation to full passive motion in either 
direction (see table on ranc;e of p&ssi ve hip motion, pa;_,e 55). 
Even when lying on his stomach, the very young infant rnuintains 
this position of hip flexion und outward rotation; sO!lletimes the knees 
are drawn completely under his stomach. The arms cere bent at the elbows, 
adducted close to the body, the fists clenched, the head resting 
fr.'equently on the hands. Again, it must be eru.phusized thcct;, whatever the 
preferred resting position of :m infant may be, it will be possible et ill 
times to extend his hips and knees passively tnrough complete norual 
range of motion without r;rrzy difficulty. Gradually, the extreme flexion 
position of the hips di suppeurs; but the inf&nt still likes to lay with 
his knees bent. JJ; the age of three to four months, however, most 
infants assume the position of leg extension or semi-extension for longer 
periods of time; the pattern of marked hip and knee flexion is rarely 
seen after the s;:;e of five months. 
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At about the same time the infent st=ts to lift the chest of the 
supporting surface and attempts to extend the cervical und thoracic 
spine. Tile three to four months old normal inf5Ilt ce.nnot only lift head 
and chest temporarily off the bed from a prone posit ion but he can thus 
explore the world around him at considerable length. He may even attempt 
to support himself on his forearm and palms. At this point the trunk is 
lift~d to such a til.egree that the iliac crest may be the upmost point of 
support on the bed. 
Obviously, in this posit ion it will be easy to evaluate posterior 
neck and back muscles. ilhile the baby is explorinc his surroundings, his 
head may be pushed down cently until the nose touches the surface; any 
normal infant will resist this &ttempt at restrictinl his freedo!ll by 
pressing back against the exdllliner' s hand. The back muscles can be 
evalu&ted by the same technir1ue, althou;;h the younc infcnt is spt to 
resist less vigorously to his bein;; pushed do·,m into the prone position. 
In trying to test back musculature, it was found helpful to lift the 
baby from a prone position, c'lith only the lels lilld hips •1ell supported. 
The upper part of the trunk is allowed to drop beyond tile horizontal. 
li!JY child with normal baclc musculature strugtles to regain his lost 
equilibrium; he makes vigorous efforts to come up to the horizontal and 
by doinc; so uses his b&ck extensors. 1m infant who extends the neck 
strongly, but fcils to extend his back, is likely to have weak trunk 
musculature. If the he&d us well as the trunk remuin flexed when put in 
this rather uncomfortable position, it llluy safely be hssumed that his 
passive behavior is either due to weG1cness of neck ,;nd/or trunk muscles. 
Holding the inf&nt supported in mido.ir can also be effectively used 
for testine; the hip ex·tensors (tlutei mcximi), If u child is lowered 
fast Wld suddenly, he Vlill respond to such a chan[ce in bc.Lcnce by 
extending his legs at the hips and knees Lnd by holding than extended 
until the downw8:'d movement comes to a stop. Then, the hips will flex, 
the legs droppincc down to a right E:n"le. This reflex reaction is lost 
after u few repetitions. 
!mother method of hip extension can also i'rec;uently be obtW.ned by 
havine; the infant ley in the prone position ·,;ith the leljS hc:nging over 
the ed6e of the supporting surface. Ticklinb the buttocks or stroking 
along the spine (from the buttock up\;ard) often results in varying 
degrees of hip extension; if all these stirnuluti ons fcil, there is ~,cod 
reason to suspect thut there actually exists weakness of the hip 
extensors. 
Differences in the appearance of the buttocks, ine<ouality of size, 
poor muscle tone or decreased muscle .wass, &re definite syrup toms of some 
existine abnormality. 'Ihe gluteal folds should be observed ccrefully for 
irregularities, such &s decreased number of folds and recictc ed depth of 
the folds and difference of the dil'ection in which the folds are rmming. 
~"requently, appcaoent abnormclity of the gluteal fold is c:n early 
die.[nostic aid in the spotting of musculur weakness. 
1~ baby 1 s feet e.re well fanned; they are uell developed unci more 
flexible and mobile then they are at h later sge, Tl:le muscles c:nd 
lig6lllents are still soft end relaxed end allov. s wider rcJ:Jge of moveill8nt 
than in lc.ter childhood, There is G ftct pc.d on the hi by 1 s foot 11hich 
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[!iV'lS the arch a flat appearence. The toes are held in flexion, c.nd 
active extension is usually not observed in the first few weeks of life. 
liowever, if the toes ere stimulated by a pin prick, or if the sole of the 
foot is tickled, it will be observed that the ,;reat toe will extend 
while the other toes stay flexed. This phenOllienon, CEclled the "Bbbinsky 
reflex", is a normal reflex in infants up to the a[e c;here they start 
to walk. It disc.ppears later with maturity of the spinal cord; if it 
persists after the cce of about two yea•s, it is considered en abnormE.l 
reflex, indic&ting a lesion in the central nervous system. 
A baby tends to assume various positions of the feet which still 
fall within the variations of normal motor behuvior; he may turn his 
feet strongly outward, thus givines the impression of pronated feet; he 
may dorsiflex his feet to such an an[le that one coulD. suspect th~c:t the 
plantarflexors of the foot are weak ( c.s found in talipes c&lceneous); 
and he may also turn his feet in end supinate them. 
Inspite of these voriLtions in norillal ;nobility, a study unnertGken 
1/ 
at the Thomson Clinic, Lincoln, Nebraska, indic,,tes that ebout 15 per 
cent of '~l newborn babies show a true calceneo-valc.us deforillity, It 
is pointed out that these children tend to sleep on their stomach, their 
legs c.nd their feet turned outwardly, e posi 'Gion whicti contributes to 
further foot deformity. Therefore, one has to distinguish between the 
natural end normal flexibility of e baby's foot and an abnormdly 
increased range of motion. The author of the study points out that in a 
Y'I'homson Clinic, "Con6enitcl Calcaneo-Valr,us," Unpublished Preliminary 
Report, Lincoln, Nebraska. 
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well developed baby's foot, 
" •••• the dorsum of the foot could often be ecppro:xim.ccted to the 
antero-lateral aspect of the le~ vli th SOllie yressure but it cane 
down to at least 135 to 145 degrees with the pressure of one 
finger. Conversely, when the foot w&s broue)lt into equinus, 
15-30 degrees of varus wes present." 
In contrast to these characteristics of normal feet are those 
classified as definitely being of the calcaneus-velgus type: 
"The dorsUIJl of the foot tended to lie agdnst the entero-
lateral aspect of the lee; with little or no resistwce and a 
typical finding was that extension was .narkedly restricted. 
l,!c;rked resistWJ.ce was often found just beyond the right angle 
and a definite tendency was noted toward external rotation of 
the whole leg so that the toes tended to be everted. Exminetion 
showed thLt the heel-cords were relaxed c.nd the anterior joint 
and tendinous struct J.res were shortened." 
In early inf211cy bowing of the le~os mey be present, which some 
authors ascribe to the position of the child in the uterus. I'his bmling 
usually disappe&rs before the child st&rts to welk. However, some 
bowing of the legs or a slight knock-knee deformity may persist even 
during the first few years of childhood without necessarily being 
alarming. Bow-legged walking with accompanyinb sbifting of the body 
from side to side indicGtes h more severe type of deformity. ;;>uch 
swaying of the body may also be caused by knock-knee deformity; in this 
way the child tries to prevent his knees striking each other in welking. 
The causes of ell the conditions mentione<i c,bove should be 
investigated before they become too severe, <md particularly if they ere 
associated vlith deformities of the foot such us unduly flattene<i &rches, 
pronated feet, and so on. A careful muscle eXSillinetion should be mede 
to determine any imbelilllce in muscle power ·Nhich mitht contribcJ.te to 
later deformities of the feet. 
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"'iost babies toe out to rome degree when they first sturt to stand 
and to walk. J,. child who holds his feet pcrallel at this early stee;e 
will most likely be "pi1;eon-toed" later. The fd pad on ·Ghe soles of a 
baby's foot, givint; the impression of a fh.t foot, disappears later 
gradually, If it persists after the time when the child has sturted 
walking, it should be considered abnormal, I'he diagnosis of true 
pronation, however, is not primarily based on the presence of L flat 
arch but on tl1e existence of u downward displLcement of Ghe inner 
malleolus, Normally, the might of the &rch increases as muscles end 
bones develop by continued walking prectice; only et this stc.ge will 
the foot of an infant stc.rt to resemble the foot of sn adult, 
CHAPTER VI 
ROLLING OVER, CRAi'iLL""G JJID CREEPING 
The abdominal, the b&ck und practically ell muscles of the 
extremities participate as the infant attBillpts to roll over from the 
prone to the supine position or vice versa. A newborn baby cannot 
perform this uct volunt=ily yet. However, when he finds himself in a 
position v1hich allows the use of gravity, he m&y roll from a back-
lyin~ to a side-lying position; sometimes he may even roll around 
. y 
completely, j.,;cGraw points out that "this is a total body response 
rather than a segmental response. Such diffuse movewents diminish 
during the first few weeks of life. Subsequently, the infant tends to 
lie in the supine position end makes no observable effort to rotate 
the body". 
Rolling over -- like any other phase of motor development -- does 
not occur spont£Uleously; agdn it is only one step further forwurd in 
the echievement of a complex motor beh>1vior llhich st~crted as Cl1e ne;;born 
baby wriggled and kicked his extre1ui ties. 
According to the li tereture as well as to the observations made for 
this study, attempts at rolling over from the supine to the prone 
position takes place at upproxiuJ&tely the same age &S does rolling over 
.!fM. B. iiicGruw, Tile Neromuscule.r ;.;duration of ohe Huruan Infant, 
Columbia Uhiversity Press, 1943, 
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from prone to supine. Some babies mey entc"be in one or the other form 
of turning over first, but -- generally -- the two activities emerge 
about simultrneously. For tl1e sake of Enc~ysis the two phc.ses are 
discussed separately here, 6lthou2ch it must be understood ti1ut they 2re 
closely interrelated. 
Rolling fran supine to prone posit ion.-- f.p.:,rt from the above 
described mechm1is:n of rolling with the cid of out side forces, e.g. 
gravity, the baby's first voluntc.ry &ttetllpt m&y be expected at the age 
of three to four months. At first, he turns his fccce to the side 8Ild 
pushes the head buclr e.soinst the bed. i'his moveroont helps to lift one 
shoulder off the surface. Gradually, extension progresses ccudally, 
until the whole back is arched. One foot frec:uently participates by 
pushinG against the surface in an attempt at liftinc; the pelvis off. 
Frequently, this is too difficult a tc.sk and results in & rather 
vie:;orous bouncing of the hips. If the infent is successful, he lifts 
his moulders end hips Ellrnost simulteneously and turns over on his side. 
The complete movement is generally not mastered bei'ore the age of four 
to five months. Unless the infant flexes the head fol'\H:J."d 10t the 
moment he rolls into the side lyinc position, he will fall backward 
again into the supine position. J, little later -- at the uce of about 
six months he has realized that by crossillb or throwillf:, one leg over 
the other, he C1ill work up enough momentUlll to turn himself over -,;ithout 
much pushing of the le~·s <md without the mLrked bLck extension. ;ihen 
this st2cge of motor behuvior has been reached, it can be scid that the 
child rolls over completely from the supine to the prone position; all 
the previous motions were only prep&ratory phases. 
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Obviously, in such a complex activity, any kind of disturbance 
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of the neuro-muscular apparatus must inevitably influence its 
performance, Not only the back extenoor md abdominal muscles, but 
also the anterior and posterior neck muscles, the muscles of the 
shoulder t:irdle and the muscles of the legs (participating in the 
push-off phase) are needed; absence or weakness of only one of these 
muscle groups greatly hc.mpers the execution of this complex uct, 
Rolling from prone to supine position.-- Tnis activity is one of 
the most important ones in motor development; it is very closely 
influenced by the preceediD€; stages of development; it also relet as to 
future phases, such as crawling <end creeping. r. description of the 
infant's first attempts Et lifting the head from tne prone position 
and sn analysis of the participating muscles iws been presented in an 
earlier chapter, 
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Gesell describes further progress as follows: 
The infant rests on knees, ab6amen, chest, head (l month) 
'I'he infant rests on knees, abdomen, chest, forearms (2 to 3 months) 
'Ihe infant rests on thie)ls, abdomen, chest, forearms (4 to 5 
months) 
'Ihe infant rests only momentarily on abdoillen und chest ( 5 months) 
'l'he infant rests only on thic,hs, lower abdOJJJen, hands (6 months). 
Only when the last phase in the preparatory stages of rolling 
over h<cs been mastered, Cilll it be claimed thet the infant turns over 
completely on a volunt &ry busis; previous movements wey luve by chance 
resulted in occasionul turns. 
1J A. Gesell and H. 'l'hompson, Th.e Psychology of Early Growth, The 
~iecMillan Company, New York, 1938. 
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Posterior neck Gnd back muscles are involved in the extension 
movements of the spine; the muscles of the forearm, pt<rticularly the 
triceps, participate in the push-off phase. unless there the shoulder 
girdle is stabilized by the scapular muscles md unless the letissimus 
dorsi una. the serratus anterior muscles are v1orking, the infant will 
not be able to lift his weiJJ. t off the surface. D>doruincl muscles are 
needed to clear the abdomen and hip off the bed; i<:nee flexors come into 
pltiY as the infant pulls his legs under his Lbdomen when shiftint his 
weight onto his knees, Hip and knee extensors finclly engage in the 
fin<J. pushing off phase which results in a complete turn. 
/~ain, all the muscles involved in this complex pattern must 
participate fully; inability to use some muscle mey h=dic&p the infant 
greatly; unless there is sufficient motivcotion to att6llpt substitution 
patterns (which sometimes prove to be successful), the child mey 
postpone altogether an attempt at turni!J€ over. f;dditional motivation 
and encouragement to find substitution patterns c.xe frequently neeO.ed 
to develop latent motor capacities. Development of mota r behavior ru1d 
acquisition of skills due to lem'!ling mey take place -- though possibly 
in somewhat modified patterns -- inspit e of appc:rent physical 
limitations. 
Crawling, end creeping.-- Once the infant has learned to roll over, 
he usuclly adv&nces fairly rapidly to the stage of motor development 
where he becomes dissatisfied v,i th his stationary position; he wen ts 
to move around in order to explore his surroundill[s more thorolJEhly, 
·Th.e development of crawling Uld creeping proceeds auin in an 
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orderly and well defined way, although -- as has been pointed out 
previously -- the speed and rate of progress may vary vii th each 
individual. 
The tenus "crawling" and "creeping" have often been used 
interchan;:;eably, but actually they are well defined separate stages 
of motor development. Certainly, from the point of viev1 of muscular 
analysis, they are completely different activities. Diagnostically, 
it is frequently very important to observe in which type of propulsion 
the infant engages and why he prefers one type of locomotion to the 
other. 
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!,lc:Graw has given the following excellent description of the 
very first stages of crawling: 
"In most infants this first manifestation of a progressive 
urge is expressed in the re:;ion of the shoulder girdle and 
upper extremities. Usually the baby releases his support on 
the arms, drops the heed ani chest, extends an ann forward, 
and strains v·.t th the shoulder muscles. Sometimes the hands 
pull a little on the surface of the floor or bed on which the 
baby is lying. He is still unable to make proc;ress, but the 
impulse to do so is indicated by the action of' muscles in the 
upper part of' the body. Usually the pelvis and lower extremities 
rest heavily on the surface. Sometimes the advanced development 
in the upper part of' the body is expressed by the sweyi% of 
the infant 1 s shoulder from side to side, while he supports 
himself on the pelms V'Ji th the upper extremities extended. 
Often the impulse to move the body becomes so ex&g~oerated 
and the imbulmce between development in shoulder end pelvic 
girdles is such that the infant &ctuelly moves backward as 
he pushes with the hands against the floor until he turns 
completely around." 
Generally, it may be s<·id that crawlinb is the stege of' 
development preceding creeping vh en the infwt 's <.bdomen stays in 
1/M. B. i,,IcGre.w, op. cit. 
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cont.act v1i th the underlyincc surface, while the body is pulled along 
mostly by the arms, with the legs still drag.,;ing. At the bge of nine 
months Eiil infant usually masters this activity. 
From the detailed description quoted above, it C&n be seen 
easily that a treat number of muscles p::.rticipcte in the mechanism of 
crawling. Posterior neck muscles must enable the baby to lift his 
head off the surfa.ce; if these muscles are iw.paired, there v;ill be no 
incentive 6Ild certainly very little possibility to see VJhat is before 
him and to explore the v.orld from the prone position. Next in 
importance are the muscles of the arm bUd shoulder e.,irdle which enable 
the inf~t to reach up &nd over his heud; ·~rupezii, serratus, anterior 
and posterior deltoid and triceps .:re the most importurt ones in this 
phase of crawling. Biceps, brachioradialis, wrist flexors md extensors 
as well as all the muscles of the hend come into pley cs the infrnt 
grabs the sheet or WJY other object he c cUl relich in an &tta;;pt to pull 
himself forward. Even at the statoe where the neuraumsculur mechcnism 
has not yet matured sufficiently to allow for p•>rticip&~ion of the 
lower extreJ!lities, it C<n be observed that the infcnt enc;Gges in 
diffuse, squirmin[ motions of hips, lebs cr.d feet vllb.ich &re Wl 
indicct ion thc.t ·~he whole body p<,rticiput es -- often without much 
success -- in this !:it tempt c.t locomotion. 
;J. though there &re wide vcxL, tion in the w cy s & bt<by crcwls 
(some propellin~; themselves fornOJrd, some crawling bhc:aH .. rd at first, 
some pivoting around thEmJSelves), there are certuin &bnormdities th&t 
can be spotted early. 
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The baby who wants to crawl, but is unable to do so, shows his 
desire in facial expressions and squirming move.uent s. lie lifts his 
head from the prone position, his shoulders und chest are rhised, too; 
ne attempts to lift llis ann over tl\e head, but mey not succeed. 
Obviously, there is something wrong with the muscles of the shoulder 
girdle or the &rms (see previous analysis). 'l'b.e bc.by who reaches up 
with one or both anus, but cannot pull himself forward, either lacks 
sufficient strength of the elbow flexors or of the muscles of the hand. 
If the lower extremities do not pm"ticipate in the motion, they probe.bly 
are too weak to propel the body forward. ;.lhl'ked wedmess of the 
abdominal and trunk musculature prevents the wigglint; md squinuing 
movements which normally help in shifting d least part of the weight 
frcm one side of the body to the other. 
If an infant shows no desire or does not &ttaapt to crr;_wl at the 
age of G.bout eight to nine months, it can be suspected thst this 
passive behavior mey be ceused by mental reth!'dation, lack of 
stimulation or some pathologic condition. 
The term "creeping" is used to designate any type of locomotion 
in which the body is raised from the floor on hmds and knees or on 
hands end feet. It is generally assumed thet the truni<: reulliins 
parallel to the floor, thus elimina-ting the form of walking where the 
hips are raised very hie:h, another follll of locomotion in nhich infants 
often engage. Greepinb considerably helps in the developll18nt of 
shoulder girdle, trUJli<, arms and legs; most babies creep spontaneously 
without prompting. 
7f 
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'fue outstanding characteristic of· creeping as compared to crawling 
is that in creeping the infant flexes his hips under his ebdomen, thus 
lifting the buttocks and approximating or pushing his hips toward his 
shoulders. lYiany babies rise on their toes end hold their weight on 
feet and hands for a moment before settline, back on their knees md 
then propelling themselves forward, Other infmts rock back ao.d 
forward on hands and knees for a considerable time befOl'e they attempt 
to creep. Generally, it has been observed thet u1ost infants do not get 
up on hands and knees and st<ert creepinr;, but that they maintain a 
stationary creeping position for a veryin(; amount of time, before they 
actually progress to locomotion in this JOSi t ion. 
There are wide vari&tions in the early ste-t;es of creeping. Tne 
beginner msy either move one arm forwerd, then the other one <end then 
flex both hips simultaneously, or he may reach out with one arm, then 
move the leg on the same side or the opposite side, He may r&ise his 
buttocks snd hips up in between these ph10ses of motion or he may relax 
them and fall back on his stomach or on his side. ~Lin, as in 
cr&wli!l{:;, he may move forward, backwerd &nd sideward. <i'hl>tever type of 
creepinG the normal infant prefers, there can be no doubt that he wants 
to move on and that his urge for propulsion hEs become manifest, 
At the age of nine to ten months, most children creep well. At 
this stDge of motor development maturation of cortical centers has 
progressed sufficiently to allow organization into a definite creeping 
pattern. The infant uses upper and lower extremities simultmeously, 
although the movement itself may still be arrythmic and somewhat jerky. 
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ivlost frequently opposite arm end leg move forward at the stllle ti1ne, 
the ann reaching forward while the opposite hip is being flexed; this 
is followed by hip extension and pulling of the ann while the 
collateral ext rami ties start to engage in the first phEcse of the motion. 
i,s the infant perfects the activity, his motions become anoother Ecnd 
all extremities work in greater harmony; he now ccn cover [reater 
distances without toppling over and without having to rest on his 
buttocks or on his abdomen. 
Creepine; was reported at the following oe;e levels: y 
Gesell 
Linfert and Hierholzer 
y 
6 months: 
9 months: 
13 months: 
6 months: 
9 months: 
12 months: 
20~ 
75% 
100% 
10)~ 
97)6 
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Inability to creep may be due to weEckness in the shoulder girdle 
or in the arms; if the arms are used normally, but the knees are not 
drawn up under the abdomen, there is probably weEckness of the abdOJ1inal 
musculature or the hip flexors {psoas e.nd sartorius). .ieEckness of the 
knee flexors prevents the beby from bending the knees, &lthough this 
particular muscle group participates not as wtively in creeping as 
the knee extensors {quadriceps) w.d hip extensors {tlutei); they are 
most important in the phase when the body is propelled fOI'Iierd. Even 
nonnally functioning hip und knee musculetture ruay not suffice to enable 
1/A. Gesell and a. l;rmatrud&, op. cit. 
y'H. E. Linfert end n. ill. Hierholzer, op. cit. 
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the infant to creep; the muscles of the foot which stabilize it first 
against the underlying surface and then participate strongly in the 
push-off phase of the raovEI!lent lire needed. .~t first, the dorsiflexors 
of the foot (anterior tibial, toe extensClL's) come into play; next, the 
plantarflexors (gastrocnemius, soleus and toe flexors) finish off the 
movement by pushing against the surface &,nd thus propellil16 the body 
forward. 
It can readily be seen that lack of pnrticip&tion of &ny of these 
muscle groups may prevent the infant from creeping. .ieakness of Gny 
or possibly all muscles of the lower extremities freqllently reslllts in 
the inf=t's attempt to pull himself forwurd by merns of his arms only. 
He succeeds only rarely md, therefore, very likely postpones cttaupt. 
If the arras are week, the infant may be &ble to propel hLl.Self forward 
by pushine_ with his legs only, unless the arms are so webk that they 
are caue;ht under the abdomen in the process of propulsion and are too 
much of <m &bst&cle to overcome. Cert,d.nly, weelmess of the &bdominal 
and back musculature prevents the baby from assuming or stayi!J€ in a 
position where his trunk is lifted off the surface; he will fbll back 
on his stomach &nd move forward crawling, although -- ~ccording to his 
m&turc,tion&l level -- he may be ready for the next st&ge of locomotion. 
Following is a description of vrxious faulty patterns of creeping 
which were observed du:cing the course of this study 311d of the factors 
which caused such abnormal motor beh<lvior: 
l. Does not attElllpt to move leLS (coruplete par8lysis, lack of 
incentive, mental retardation, and so on) 
f 
•:./ 
£. Flexes hips &nd knees toward chest but cannot coorplete motion 
(weakness of hip or knee flexorsl 
3. Flexes hip end knee but cannot draw it under abdomen as 
abdomen rests too heavily on surface (abdominal or be.ck 
weakness) 
4. Draws knee under ub<iomen, but c =ot propel hi.illself forwhl'd 
(weakness of hip or knee extensors) 
5. Draws knee under abdomen, keeps foot plantarflexed on surface 
without attempt of putting toes in position where they help 
in propulsion (weakness of dorsiflexors) 
6. Draws knee under chest, dorsiflexes foot, does not sctcceed in 
push-off phase (weakness of pluntarflexors) 
7. Engages in all above described "rations, lead r8lJ1E,ins on 
surface (weakness of posterior neclc or upper back musculature) 
B. i.bducts urms in attenpt t a reacir up =d forwurd but does not 
reach high enough (we2.kness of serrEtus, enterior or posterior 
deltoid) 
9. Brings arm overhead, cannot tcke hold of surfLCe or object 
(weakness of wrist or hmd musculs:l>ctre) 
10. Lifts urms over head, takes i1old of object or pushes ag&inst 
11. 
surface cannot pull himself up (weakness of elbow flexors) 
Engages in ell of above described 1.<C"Gi vit ies in "' normal 
pattern, but does not creep (insufficient ill&turction of the 
neuromuscul<U' mech:mism to allow for coordineted ecction 
possibly overstimulat ion or udv&nC ed ment 8lly beyond. level 
fr!O"slon Univers\1~ 1. 1 'School of ]!.ducat • J 
, LibrarY · 
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of physical maturation -- possibly interference Hith centers 
regulating c oordin at ion) • 
In summarizing, it can be said that the majority of children go 
through certain progressive stages in crawling and creepinE,, which are 
assumed to be preparatory for sitting md stlillding. Only few infent s 
sit and stand without ever having crBwled or crept, lf, therefore, 
a baby does neither crBwl nor creep, there certainly is some reason 
to suspect that motor development is ret urded md LJediccJ. advice and 
help should be sought. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SITriNG 
rilost inf=ts first attempt to sit up at ebout the time they engage 
in other forms of locomotion, such as rolling over, crawling and 
creeping. However, the tenn "sitting" needs some claification; if a 
baby, oi'ter having been pulled up to a sitting posit ion, f&lls back 
when the support is taken awey, or CUl only b&lc;nce his body for a 
fleeting moment, it should not be clc.imed thct "he is sittine, up". 
Being pulled up to a sitting position is, however, a definite 
step towerd independent sitting and, tilerefore, deserves some analysis. 
During the first four to six weeks of life, an inf"-llt 1 s head 
drops backward when he is being pulled up from the supine position. 
Frequently, the weight of his head c&uses his bc.ck to &rch backward, 
too. Once he has been pulled up completely, his he&d drops forwerd 
so th&t his chin rests on his chest. /c few weeks l&ter -- at the Bge 
of two to three months the infffilt is no longer tiS passive; he holds 
his head in line with the body when he is pulled up; there is definite 
evidence tlu,t some degree of independence from the influence of 
gruvit&tionel forces hus been reached. i.t the a;:;e of <ibout four to 
five months the child not only keeps his heud in line ,,~ith the sxis of 
the body, but he flexes it further forwerd; he "lso assists by flexing 
his trunk and by drawing his legs up to i1is stomo.ch. ,_t this stc.ge 
he mey or he may not pull h&rd with his arms when support is given. 
If he wants to sit up, his desire to do so shows by various facial 
expressions and by craning his neck blld shoulders forwhl'd. Now when 
he sits he holds his head steady. 
Child psycholo("ists lu.ve fre~uently observed th d in e.ny phase 
of development when the child attempts to gain a certain emount of 
independence, he refuses to continue the pattern he had previously 
followed. During this period a casu&l observer m&y think that the 
child is not making !illY progress; occasionally it may seem th,,t he is 
regressing. .'\ctually, a re-arran[ing of behavior pcttern on a hi, her 
maturationW. level takes place during this trc,usi tory phbse rnd this 
may lead to some confusion in the child's neuro-muscular sy stern. 
'I'he infant frequently goes through such a period at c. time when 
he refuses to be pulled up to sitting. He pulls his hands away when 
help is offered; he drops his head backward; he woches his back or 
extends his hips; sometimes he just remains passive &nd completely 
relexed. 
lvlost infants start to sit up by rolling from the s.1pine to the 
prone position. They put their weij1t on their pd.llls rnd knees and 
lift the trunk. At first their abdomen mcy si; ill touch the bed; soon 
they eliminc.te ell unnecessary movements c.nd lift themselves up by 
making a hdf turn &nd by pushinec up on one or both arms. It takes 
the evera;;e infant six to eight months to &ttain this goal. ict this 
age most children have eliminated the prone position end are able to 
come up directly from the back lying position to sittint; by simply 
turning onto the side and by pushing up 11i th one &rm. 
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At the age of about six to seven months the inf~t usually sits 
up; he supports his wei;;ht on his hands, or he mey sit unsupported for 
& brief ;noment; he cannot m&intain his balcnce for a lone.er period, 
His legs mey be outwardly rotated, the soles of the feet &lmost touching 
each other; one leg mey be flexed "nd the other extended, Gh us wideni!J€, 
the b&se of support as he relies less and less on ste&dying himself 
with his arms. J,ny slic,ht disturbance of his e(luilibrium "ill c&use 
him to topple forward or sideward. Only rarely do infent s fc.ll 
backward from the sitting position; usually they fdl sideii&rd or 
forw&rd rather than backward; this indic«tes thLt the trllllk muscul&ture 
has become stronger, If a b&by consistently fslls buck\1urd from the 
sitting position, there is reeson to suspect some >:bnorm&l development. 
The stage of independent sitting has been re&clled \.'hen, according 
y 
to mcGre.w, 
"The infant can m»intain an erect sitting position on a 
flat surfe.ce, ususlly with one of the lower extranities flexed 
End obducted, while the other is fully extended in front of fue 
body. The c.1ms are free to engage in other movements. The 
position of fue lower extranities provides e. wider base md 
aids in the maintainance of equilibrium. Ordinarily an infent 
can maintsin an erect sitting position rihen his le;::s are 
stretched out upon u flat surface before he c = sit with his 
knees flexed over the edge of the seat, his feet beillg ut a 
lower level. The baby does not suddenly achieve the Ebility 
to sit erect, There will be reriods when he rests his weiuht 
on his arms most of the time, liftinE, them from the supporting 
surface only occasionBlly, There will also be occasions when 
he sits with his lwnds restillg on tile undel'lying surfcce, or 
more frequently on his thighs, thouc;h he is not actually 
depending upon his anns for support." 
Age levels for sitting were quoted as follows: 
yM. B. McGraw, op. cit. 
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y 
Shirley 
y 
Gesell 
y 
Buehler 
tensing neck muscles when being lifted: 15 weeks 
complete head control in sitting: 18-19 weeks 
sits alone for one minute: 31 weeks 
sitting with slight support of 
pillow: 20% at 4 months 
over 50% ut 6 months 
sitting alone: 20% at 6 months 
100% at 9 months 
sits with assistance: 
sits alone: 
can· get into and out of 
sitting position v1ith 
help: 
alone: 
6 months 
8 months 
8 months 
9 months 
In order to be eble to come up to a sitting position and to 
maintain equilibrium in a free sitting posit ion, abdominal and back 
musoles have to function; lillY abnormality in iheir function will be 
evidenced by a variety of symptoms. 
l>rching the back and inability to flex the trunk forward, with 
accompanying bulging of the abdomen, is most likely causeD. by weakness 
of the abdominal musculature. It mey also be due to stiffness of the 
back. Pulling over more to one side thm to the other md shifting of 
the umbilicus to one side demonstrates unilateral weakness of lateral 
abdominals; possibly there may be & later&! curvature of the spine. 
If the infont consistently supports his wei~sht on his hands ut an 
&ge where he is supposed to sit freely (Lfter seven to eight months}, 
there may be either weakness of the abdominals or back muscles or some 
interference with the centers regul&ting coordination &nd b&lc.nce. 
yM. Shirley, op. cit. 
y A. Gesell and c. kmatruda, op. cit. 
3/C. Buehler, op. cit. 
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Frequently, this is indicetive o:f mental reterdetion, A tendency to 
sit with a marked rounded back ( a:fter the age o:f eight months) also 
points toward weakness o:f the back extensors. I:f the infmt falls 
backward consistently from the si tti.ng posit ion (see previous 
discussion) the cause mey be found in spasticity o:f ihe extensor 
muscles of the back or in weakness of the "bdaminbls. Sitting with 
the weight shifted to one buttock, or with the trunk leaning to one 
side, aways represents an abnormal pattern; it is most likely due to 
unilateral weakness of the trunk musculature, spinal Ctll'V&ture or 
weakness o:f one leg. 
Vihenever there is any reason to doubt th 11t the trunk musculature 
is normal, one should determine which muscles ocre the &ffected ones in 
order to prevent later deformities. •ieak abdominal m.tScles may be 
evaluated by watching the respiratory exp=si.on and retraction of 
chest &nd abdomen 11nd by observing and palputing the abdomen while the 
child is either pulled up or pulls himself up to the sitting position, 
Proper development of the musculuture of the trunk is even 1110re 
important in eerly infuncy than in later cnildhood, Uneven pull o:f 
opposing muscle groups, and p;n,ticulerly imboJ.Ulce of the muscles on 
either side of the trunk, may be the cause of leter defor;nities of the 
spine. Em'ly recognition and correction of fwlty alignment of the 
trUnk is likely to prevent more extensive dsnq;e. 
Si 
CHAPTER VIII 
STANDING AND Willii:ING 
It has been shovm previously that most infants c;o through a well 
defined, almost orderly sequence of motor develop;nmt, startinc; with 
rolling from supine to prone position, from prone lying to sitting, 
and from crawling to creeping. 
Next, they proe,ress to standing up cnd walking. JU.though most 
children can ta..'::e at least a few steps unsupported before they w:-e 
ready to get up independently from the lyint posit ion; this ph10.se of 
"getting up" is discussed first in this study. 
Even a very young be.by c= be pulled up to e st;ndint position. 
First he is pulled up to "' si ttinc; posit ion; by pushing ci own on i>is 
feet and by extendinc his hips, he usually succeeds in raisinc; his 
buttocks off tile [round. His b£cck remcd.ns &rched end he c Ulnot lift 
himself up. This first effort, therefore, silould not be c~lled 
stending or fetting up; it is simply "passively exerted pull 
accompanied by a reflex-like push-off move:nent of the hip. In the 
next phuse of development the child starts out in the sane murmer, but 
after hcving pushed with his feet au:cinst the surf&ce, he tin·usts his 
shoulders forward, then -- v,;i til u SILooth &nd coordin~ted .illovauent 
pushes himself upwa:·d, thus essUJling the erect posit ion. _·,t this 
point, usually ut the at,e of nine to twelve months, there is no need 
to offer &ny help; the infant now JSes Eny object ;;ithin his reach to 
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pull himself up. 
;,t the age of c.bout one yec:r the inf&nt starts to en;:;<c<_e in e 
still more advanced form of rising from the recl.lllibent to the st8Ildin;:; 
position; he rolls from supine to prone; he then pushes up on his hWlds 
and arms, the chest and stomech are lifted off the surface. He flexes 
his hips and knees, pushes first with his feet ag:cinst the surface 
(sometimes one knee remains bent while the other is ex-tended); then 
the trunk is raised, either independently Hithout holding on to an 
object or using the arms to pull himself up. 
Still a little luter the child omits che prone lyine; position 
altorsether. ;,:rter hevinc, assumed the sit tin;'_ posit ion, he c &rries his 
weight forwm.·d to assume the c:_uadrupedal posit ion from which he Gets 
up in the previously described mLnner. 
Freq_uently, a baby nho cnn get up alone will not be able to lower 
himself back to sitting. He has not yet leu-ned to master the &nti-
gravity muscles; he may either fall or he .aay start to flex his hips 
and knees, lose his control over this movenEnt and collo;pse into 
sittinb; only after he h:1s g<>ined better control of hip 8lld knee 
extensors will he lower himself slowly from standing into t;he sq_uettinrs 
or sitting position. 
A child stands unsupported at the ever"be c:ge of seven to nine 
months; but there are wide vro"iations which still foll within the 
normal range. 
At first, the baby plc.ces his feet wide ap&I't; this gives him a 
l:lroader basis and helps him to mnintain his equilibrium. His hips and 
knees are usually sliGhtly flexed and often outwardly rotated, His 
feet are pronated; he may stand on his toes. 'Ihe use of the toes in 
gripping the surface affords the much needed balwce. 
~ain, as has been mentioned previously, the infant may pass 
through a transitory phase of development before proceeding to the 
next, ruore advanced stage; during this period it may be difficult to 
' 1/ 
induce him to stand on his feet, l\lcGra.:.- states thc,t at this period 
" .... it may often be difficult to induce the child to st<.nd 
on his feet, He will do so wh811 he pulls himself up by ·the 
crib, but when an uprie,ht posit ion is imposed upon him, he may 
deliberately flex the lower extremities ag~inst the abdomen 
so that he is suspended by his hands, or he mcy try to lower 
himself to a sitting position. 3uch behavior, however, 
presages increasing advc.ncement of voluntary control over his 
neuro-muscular activities. It denotes the onset of cortical 
participation, although not complete control over prosressive 
movements of the legs", 
It seE'JUS importiillt to call attention to ·the possibility of such a 
behavior at this age level (nine to twelve lllOnths); resistwce of a 
child to aSs\lJlle or maintain the standing posit ion may thus be 
attributed to such causes £<nd not to fsulty motor development, 
Needless to say, there also must be sufficient motivation for the 
infant to want to st e.nd up, 
Following 
_, y 
Gesell 
are the age levels for st <mdill(; up by: 
stan ding with help: a few children, 9 months 
fully developed: 12 months 
standing alone: beginning l;~ months 
developed: 18 months 
yM. B. McGraw, op. cit. 
?:}A. Gesell und C •• '.rmstruda, op. cit, 
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Linfert und Hierholzer standing with help: 6 months 
9 months 
- 10~ 
- 9<:% 
y 
Shirley 
st8Ilding alone: 
12 
6 
9 
12 
standing, holding on to furniture 
for one minute: 
pulling to st=ding position: 
10 
11 
months -100~ 
months -
months -
months -
months 
months 
zero 
37% 
84{~ 
The rather awkward posture described above is normcl for a child 
who has just started to stand end has not yet acquired e,ood bul<illce 
and technique; there are, ho<~ever, mot ions and patterns >'mich can be 
considered definitely abnormol. 
3tendint; with the legs adducted or pressed close togetl1er &lweys 
presents an abnonual stcnce; the child mGY ussume this position because 
of tight or spastic hip adductor muscles; trrere may be deformity in 
the hip joint, such as coxa vara or dislocuted hips. ;~very wide b use 
in standing mey 10lso be due to m&lformc.tion or instc.bility of the hips 
or impairment of sense of b&lhllce. other symptoms of some abnorm&lity 
ere: (1) difference in the length of the legs; (<:) difference in size 
or muscle tone of buttocks; {3) difference in shape 8lld size of hips; 
and (4) increased lumb<r lordosis. 
;J.thou,;h the normal young infant freouently stands on his toes 
(because he C8ll crip the ground better •d th his toes u1d becGuse he 
Clill explore the >wrld around him better), he aSSWJl8S this position 
only very tempor<rily; c;enerEJ.ly, he rests nis "eitht on his \ihole 
Of/H. E. Linfert 10nd li. t~i. Hierholzer, ou. cit. 
ljicl. Shirley, op. cit. 
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foot. in infant who stends on his toes illost of the tiille pre sent s en 
abnonncl motor p<:ttern Which should be investic,<;ted. The plentor 
flexors of the foot may be spastic or tl1ere mcy be secondary 
contr2ctures of the heelcords due to wewmess of the dorsiflexors of 
the foot. 
Some infc.nts skip the preparatory ph<ise of stWlding; others r;o 
throu~~h a relatively long period of st,.nding before they· t G<e their 
first step. Thus ti1ere ere Vlide differences in the pattern of 
progression in locomotion, 
First of all, it is necessery to deteniline what is understood by 
the term "walking", It is well known th d even a neVJborn infant may 
engage in some motions vib.ich are siillilar to WElkin€;; when i1e is 
supported in the upril)lt position Hi th his feet touchin;,; the surfe.ce, 
the very young infunt enc;ages in rhythmic altern&te flexion end 
extension movements of the legs. Some infents who are sow.ewllat 
hypertonic may even put sQlle weic,llt on their le 0 S <nd thus take 
severEJ. steps in succession. This kind of ectivity hes led meny 
parents to believe thd their baby "walks" when only e few days or 
weeks old; publicity hos been given to children who have shovm this 
"strange" motor behavior. 
Obviously, these m·e only reflex ccnd randcxn movements, similar 
to the ifloro end the suspension grasp reflex; they are involunt cxy 
reflex movements of the legs; there is no coordindion between the 
lower extremities, upper extrsnities, trunk end head, Graduc~ly, the 
child's postural adjustment becomes more deliberate Lnd cortical 
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inhibitory ini'luences are reflected by fewer reflex activities. y 
Langworthy discusses the relationship bet·.,een myelinization of the 
pcthways in the br&instem md improved Or[,aniz&tion of subcortical 
functions during the first tv10 months of life; he concludes that the 
above described transitory phase of locomotion cmnot be considered 
& true prepsrstory sta£e of walking. 
A child does not need to be taught hCl'li to w.J.k. \inen hs is ready, 
the normal child makes the tr3Ilsition from stmding to tdcing u few 
steps "ithout &ny prompting. .ialking, however, re~uires the ability 
to combine functions and skills which the infcnt hed gained y 
previously. l.icGrew points out, 
" •••• tl:.at in order to 11clk independently, it is necessary to 
maintmn balance in =erect position 8lld to propel the body 
forwerd by alternate movements of the lower extremities. 
However, by the time these t>~o fe&tures become sufficiently 
coordinated so that an independent step is possible, 
considerable development in both the e~uilibratory ~nd 
propulsive mechenism h&s occurred." 
;~ contrasted to the previously described phase of reflex 
"walking" (when the child hc.d to be supporteCi under his EJ:'lllS), he now 
shows postural control und coordinuted motions of the extranities und 
the trunk; he takes steps deliberately md uses only his hllilds for 
support. He may not yet have ac<:uired sufficient control over the 
cortical centers iihich ree:.ulate bslwce m<i coordin&tion; his 
1Jo. R. Langworthy, "Development of B&'H,vior .f>&tte:rns wd 
loiyelinizution of tbe Nervous .;;ystem in the Hurrwn Fetus and Infant," 
Contributions to J!illbryology, Carnec;ie Institution of ••ashington, D.c., 
Volume XXJ:V, Number ih39-143. 
f}lvi. B. lo'IcGraw, op. cit. 
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movements may still be jerky or propulsive. 
Jet the age of about one year the bcby still holds on to the 
sides of the crib or some other object; he cruises <:round sideways, 
pushing one leg out to the side and then pullinc; the other close to 
it; this helps to nwintain e wide base and to assure better 
equilibrium. fl'he upper e:rtremi ties are used to g&in and ;JWintain 
balance; the arms are extended &nd held in abduction; the fin,;ers may 
be spread apart. ilhen the infant starts stepping forw&rd he lmeps 
his feet wide apart, the hips Wld knees t.re flexed. He m£\Y either 
plant one foot firmly ahead of the other c,nd p&use before lifting 
the other forward, or he may do better by tukin&; small, o_uick, almost 
running steps md then stop suddenly or fall. His whole body 
participates in this early phase of walking, his trunk sHinging 
forward with the leg. I'here is very little wkle motion et first; the 
hip is flexed and the knee lifted high as the first steps ere taken 
but the foot does not participate &ctively in the motion. 
l:gain, as h:os been observed v;ith other strJ.ctures (hunds, thUillbs, 
and so on), the more complex forms of motor developrJ<Ont in an org2n 
result only from lon~er series of stages in the phyloc;enetic lilld 
y 
ontogenetic development of this organ. Davenport s&ys of the 
genetics of walking: 
"llie mutations thGt have led to the humb!l foot c.re the 
end of a series of mutations ths.t huve been going on for a 
long time in the primate series GUd which have been found 
G. Davenport, 111l:le Growth of the liuman ]'oot," ;,mericcn Journal of 
sicul ;~trouolo , Volume 1?, 1932. 
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advantageous for survival. The human foot h!iS permitted the 
upright position and that has freed the hand from locomotion 
and permitted its hig~er uses; this has favored the evolution 
of a brain adapted to meet the needs of the hands. 11 
When better coordination has been achieved (usuElly at the age 
of fran 12 to 15 months) , the child bec;ins to w Elk in heel-toe 
progression. The swinging leg strikes the surfcoce with the heel first, 
while the foot of the supporting leg is plantarflexed in order to 
push off with it. The ankle and the foot perticipates now in the 
stepping movement; there is less need to flex the hips end knees 
highly. 
The mature phase of walking is reached •ID.ru the child has not 
only acg_uired good body balance und coordination in his lower 
extremities end trunk, but when he starts to use his Erms in 
synchronous swinging rooveiD3nts along with his legs; the opposite al'!ll 
swings forward as the leg is brought forwlll'd. However, most children 
do not reach this level of a rather udvcnced in tetration before the 
age of two yew:'s. 
Average ages 
y 
Buehler 
y 
Gesell 
for various phases of' w allcing were e; i ven us follows: 
many children walk Hi th assistcnce: 
most but not all: 
9 months 
l year 
14 months 
15-17 months 
with support: 
without support: 
walk with help when supported: 9 months-less than "O% 
12 months-75~ 
walks along: l2 morrths-less than 50~ 
18 months-practically all 
Y A. Gesell wd C. At'llla trud a, op. cit • 
!;/C. Buehler, op. cit. 
B9 
I 
J~· 
Linfert end Hierholzer walking 11ith help: 
walking done: 
6 
9 
12 
12 
months 
-
none 
months 
-
37% 
months 
-
94% 
months 
- 30% 
The above listed forms of locomotion are dl chcrscteristic of 
the successive phases of normal gait. ..s can be seen ti:1ere exist wide 
variations in the execution of the first steps. It is, therefore, 
rather difficult, at this early stage, to distinc;uish betneen normcJ. 
end abnormal patterns of locomotion; fre::;uently, it liill be necessery 
to observe the infant for a considereble time in his motor behc;vior 
and to watch his c;eneral reactions before one can make a developmental 
evaluation. 
y 
Rand points out that, 
"',je ere inclined to think of w alll:ing as a function 
established a1d complete in " fairly brief space of time at 
the close of the period of infancy; we fcil to reclize that 
as e skill it be~ins as trainin>e in early infb!lcy 10ith the 
stretching ecnd wriggling which teach coordination end strength 
to all muscles of the body; nor do we as '' rule understand that 
progress in perfection of the skill of walking extends 
throughout the entire period of childhood. Before the child 
W&lks, he must have experienced " long pre-rer,uisi te training 
in coordination and strengthening of the muscles which begins 
as early as the third or fourth month and continues 11ell pClst 
the two-year level." 
Failure to walk mey, therefore, not necessarily be attributed 
to some deficiency existing at the time of the exeminetion. It could 
be the result of a retardntion at a former stage of 111otor development. 
The cause of such retardation may long i:wve disappeared. In fact the 
yu. E. Linfert <.nd H. ,~. Hierholzer, op. cit. 
Y<>'weeney and Vincent Rand, Growth end Development of the Young, Child, 
W, B. Saunders Company, 1936. 
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presence of such a retU"d&tion may have been overlooked at Ghe time. 
Tne cause of such retGrded motor develop.:nen t mey be found in 
congenital or acc:uired di se.:ses, such !lS cerebrcJ. paralysis, 
encephulitis, poliomyelitis, end so on. ~ckets, undernourishment or 
overweitht mey &lso contribute to late development of' the neuro-
motor mechanism. 
Eeeblemindedness is a frequent cause of retarded or absent motor 
development. citudies hc.ve shown thd the &verac;e child neJ.lcs ut the 
age of about 13 wonths, while the feebleminiied cr~ild accuires this 
skill only ut the average age of 25 ,uonths. It, therefore, ccn be 
suid that most feebleminded children 6I'e retarded in their motor 
development; this does, of course, not mean th.:t all children Vlho are 
retarded in wulking ere feebleminded. 
From experience it can be stated thLt there &re mmy types of 
gait in early infancy which differ so much from the ones usually seen 
that some kind of abnormeli ty is often suspected. However, frequently 
it Hill be found that -- as time _ oe s on -- the infant "grows out of" 
or corrects these abnormal patterns tnd tll&t l1is motor development 
continues normelly. .Oowetimes it is difficult to est&blisll whether 
tr,ere ever was any tenrporo.ry devidion at dl or vA1ether t;le typical 
behavior was only the individual's o-,m pc,ttern. However, it is 8v1ays 
better to be too cu:eful r'"ther thilll to ne[lect any irre0,ulerity in a 
baby's development. There are certuin churwteri sties in g&i t which 
c:i ve rise to the suspicion that solll8thing is \irons in tile i.llOtor 
development of the child. P&rents should observe such a child CLrefully 
91. 
in order to detennine whether this behavior is only of a t ernporcry 
nature; they certainly should not wait very long before brinGing it to 
a doctor's attention, 
Limping is alwcys a form of abnormal mot or behevior, Normally, 
the weight of the body· rests on one lower extremity (supporti!l[; leg) 
while the other executes the phase of locomotion ( swinting by), In 
nonncl gait the "time element" in both pheses is automc.tico.lly 
measured; they should be er:ual in length c,nd the steps should be even 
and rhythmical, If there is some abnormdity, the child will either 
take a longer step ni th one leg thoo the other or it mcy rehlLin on the 
weal{er leg for a shorter time than on the stronc:er one, thus 
shortenint: tile phecse of support =d protectin~ the weo.ker structure 
from bearing weit;ht. Limping racy be due to a number of abnormW.ities, 
such as wealmess of the hips, weakness of the le[ or foot, inecuality 
of leg length, sensitivity or pdn in eny of the weit;ht-bee.ring 
structures. 
Dragt;ing one leg behind the other is usually due to \'leekne ss of 
hip flexors, knee flexors or dorsiflexors of me foot or it mcy be 
caused by spasticity, 
Imwrd rot&tion of the hips end lec;s c,enerclly indicate faulty 
motor development; tichtly addc1Cted or crossed let;s are definitely 
abnormal at all age levels; these chcracteristics are usucJ..ly due to 
spo.sticity. Exaggerated, jerky body moV&tients often associated ·:;ith 
trernor of the extremities and uncoordinated, purposeless move.wnts of 
the 6l'llls, &re found in children sufferinG; from extrapyrarnidW. trect 
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lesions. A reeling, staggering type of gait mny be due to ~ lesion 
in the cerebellum, ceusing lack of coordination in the pcrticipating 
muscle e;roups. 
Normally, in walking, the heel is first to touch the floor and 
the toes follow very shortly; in the push-off phtise, the heel is 
raised first. 
J,n inf2nt does not always show such well intebrated perticip&tion 
of dorsi illld plm1tc.rflexors in his early gd t mechmJ.ics; l;e may lack 
the plentarflexion associated with the take-off phase in walking; he 
may hardly move his ankle in the swinging phase of the step; or he mcy 
put his whole sole down as his foot strikes the floor. iie mcy even 
supinate or pronate his foot consider&bly durint; the first few weeks 
of walking. It can be noted, however, th<it the normal youngster does 
not at ell times use the same sea~ingly abnormal motor pattern; he 
may take several steps with his enkle held stiffly md his foot not 
participating noticeably in the motion; but then he mcy tGke several 
very -,,iell coordineted steps. 
irn infant who consistently engages in abnormal patterns should 
be observed carefully. Here ere but a few illustr~tions: The child 
who obviously tries to lift the foot off ~i1e ~cround but r;hose foot 
still dr&gs; the child who stcnds end wdks on tip toes all the time 
and v,rho tires easily because he can.not support the weit-;ht on D.is 
whole foot; the child Iillo leans to one side in order to protect one 
leg or hip; and the child >Jho throws his trunk si dewa;y s in wclking; 
such a child shows unmistakably situs of pstholocic motor developlll8nt 
which should be investigated carefully. 
",;e ccn, end should, therefore, be able to differentiate between 
an infilllt who shows only individuol variations from the averq;e 
pattern -- or possibly slight temporary retardaGion -- und the 
abnoi'Jllel infPJlt who suffers from en organic defect or a pro;;ressive 
ailment. •ihile the latter reouires immediate liledic&l bttention, the 
former needs proper understending and guid:mce. Such a child will in 
due time catch up VIi th other children of his age; he will -- without 
8J1Y perruecnent defect -- leave behind the primitive cruwlin[ stage and 
become e. "homo sapiens erect us". 
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ORAPTF..R IX 
l. The stand<U"d procedures for manual tests which ure widely used 
for evcluc,tion of muscle strength in adults can r<U"ely be employed when 
dealing with infants under two years of age, This study suggests 
certain ed&ptutions, modifications and new techniques for testing 
muscle strength end motor performance in infancy, 
2, .Seventy-five infants were observed at the Children's Hospital; 
their muscle strength end lllOt or functions were aJ.aJ.yzed md compLred 
with the standards of nonnallllOtor dEivelopr..ent est<eblimed by experts 
in the field of child development. 
3, \fuen usint, the term "normal", it should be realized th&t it 
refers to the average r>Other th5n to " clearly defined "normul", Each 
individual child follows his own pattern of development; the trend illl.d 
direction of development s.re more important than a comparison of 
c.chievemrot with the accomplishment of otber children, 
4. It has been claimed that deficiencies in motor perfoJJll.ance · 
generally become app&rent only at the time when structures have matured 
sufficiently to function. This study maintains that it is freq_uen tly 
possible to determine the character and the location of motor loss 
before the age at which voluntary activities can be expected, In this 
paper methods and technicues are presented which h&ve been used 
successfully in evaluating motor behavior et the E;ge which is under 
J 
discussion here. 
5. Maturation and learning are closely related phases of 
development. h~ile it was formerly thought thdt function was directly 
dependent upon myelinization, more recent research has offered evidence 
that there exists en interaction between these processes md that 
myelinization actually oo curs by usage. There ere =Y still une:li.]Jlored 
possibilities for the practical application of this theory in regard to 
training the hendicapped child. 
6. In the course of this investigation various types of stimulation 
were used to evoke reflex motions which, in turn, were evaluated es to 
muscle strength and motor behavior. This study presents arrd analyzes 
such reflex patterns end their diagnostic md prognostic value. 
7. Lifting of the he ad is an important phuse of motor development 
in early infancy. Normal motor control of the head arrd deviations which 
point to faulty development are discussed. 
B. Differences between the early grasp reflex and prehension at 2 
later developmental stage are described. 'l'his study presents the results 
of experimentation with several types of stimulation, passive motion and 
manipulations which were used to evoke motor responses in the upper and 
lower extremities when other methods of stimulation and motivation had 
failed. 
9. ;. discussion o:r how healthY inf<mts roll over, crawl, creep and 
sit is presented; such normal behavior is contr&sted with pattea~as which 
indica.te motor deficiencies. 
10. There are wide v&ria.tions in the child 1 s ea.rly stdges of 
\ ' 
standing <md walking. fill analysis and an interpret&tion of verious 
char&cteristics are pre sen ted with the intention of fucili toting 
diagnosis and prognosis of motor deficiencies. 
It is hoped th&t further research will find additional wey s und 
means for testing muscle strenGth end motor behavior in infancy. 
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MASSACHUSETTS INFANTILE PARALYSIS CLINICS 
OF 
THE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL 
Left LEG Right 
Deformities (Over) 
Facial 
Anterior Neck 
Sternocleidomastoid 
Posterior Neck 
Upper Erect. Spinae 
Lower Erect. Spinae 
Quad. Lumborum 
Ant. Abdom. 
Lateral Abdom. 
Oblique Abdom. 
Gluteus Maximus 
Hip Flexors 
Sartorius 
Inward Rotators 
()utvvard Ftotators 
Tensor Fascia 
Hip Abductors 
Hip Adductors 
Quadriceps 
Semi-Tendines us 
Semi-I\!Iembranosus 
Biceps Femoris 
Gastroc. & Soleus 
Tibial Ant. 
Tibial Post. 
Peronei 
Ext. Digit. Long. 
Ext. Hall. Long. 
Flex. Digit. Long. 
Flex. Digit. Met. - Phal. 
Flex. Hall. Long. 
Flex. Met. phal. Hall. 
----t------
Length - Mall. 
Length - Sole. 
--···· 
~01. 
Onset 
1st Exam Lt. Deformities R.t. Gait: 
Hip ' 
Knee 
Ankle Braces or crutches 
Foot Respiration- Expans. 9th rib 
Toes Diaphragm: 
Circum. Thigh lntercostals: 
Circum. Calf Comments: 
Scoliosis Vit. Cap. 
"(_ _ __...., 
2nd Exam Lt. Deformities Rt. Gait: 
Hip 
Knee 
Ankle Braces or crutches 
Foot Respiration- Expans. 9th rib 
Toes Diaphragm: 
Circum. Thigh In tercostals: 
Circum. Calf Comments: 
Scoliosis Vit. Cap. 
3rd Exam Lt. Deformities Rt. Gait: 
Hip 
Knee 
Ankle Braces or crutches 
Foot Respiration -· Expans. 9th rib 
Toes Diaphragm: 
Circum. Thigh Intercostals: 
Circum. Calf Comments: 
Scoliosis Vit. Cap. 
4th Exam Lt. Deformities Rt. Gait: 
Hip 
Knee 
Ankle Braces or crutches 
Foot Respiration- Expans. 9th rib 
Toes Diaphragm: 
Circum. Thigh lntercostals: 
Circum. Calf Comments: 
Scoliosis Vit. Cap. 
5th Exam Lt. Deformities Rt. Gait: 
Hip ~ 
Knee . 
Ankle 
' 
Braces or crutches 
Foot Respiration - Expans. 9th rib 
Toes Diaphragm: 
Circum. Thigh .,. Intercostals: 
Circum. Calf Comments: 
Scoliosis Vit. Cap. 
'l'a'ble ~~· 
i 
No. Name 
'.j 
MASSACHUSETTS INFANTILE PARALYSIS CLINICS 
OF 
THE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL 
Left ARM Right 
Contr. & Deformities (Over) 
Antero-Middle Deltoid 
Posterior Deltoid 
Upper Trapezius 
Middle Trapezius 
Lower Trapezius 
Serratus Anterior 
Rhomboids 
Outward Rotators 
Latissimus Dorsi 
Inward Rotators 
Clav. Pect. Major 
Sternal Pect. Major 
Biceps 
Triceps 
Brachioradialis 
Supin. Brevis 
Pronators 
Flexor Carpi Rad. 
Flexor Carpi Uln. 
Palmaris Longus 
Ext. Carpi Rad. 
Ext. Carpi Uln. 
Flex. Digit. Prof. 
Flex. Digit. Sub. 
Ext. Digit. Com. 
Lumbricales 
Dors. Inteross. 
Abd. Digit. Quin. 
Palm. Inteross. 
Opponens Poll. 
Abd. Poll. Brev. 
Flex. Poll. Long. 
Flex. Poll. Brev. 
Add. Poll. 
Ext. Poll. Long. & Brev. 
Abd. Poll. Lolli!. (ext) 
•' 
,,.,.;..., 
Onset 
1st Exam. Left 
Comment: 
2nd Exam. Left 
-------------
Con1\r. & Deformities 
.. Shoulder 
Elbow 
Forearm 
Wrist 
Fingers 
Thumb 
Circum. Upper Arm 
Circum. Lower Arm 
Contr. & Deformities 
1-----------------
------------
----
Shoulder 
Elbow 
Forearm 
Wrist 
Fingers 
Thumb 
-----
Right 
-~ 
---------------------------------·---------------·--------------------~~-------------· 
Comment: 
3rdExam. 
Comment: 
4th Exam. 
Circum. Upper Arm 
Circum. Lower Arm 
_____________ [~~ 
\ 
Left 
Left 
Contr. & Deformities 
Shoulder 
Elbow 
Forearm 
Wrist 
Fingers 
Thumb 
Circum. Upper Arm 
Circum; Lower Ann 
Contr. & Deformities 
·----------------
Shoulder 
Elbow 
Forearm 
Wrist 
Fingers 
..• 
. ' 
Right 
Right 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Thumb 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Comment: 
5th Exam. ::::____ _ _ Left 
------ -------
Comment: 
----------------------
Circum. Upper Arm 
Circum. Lower Arm 
Contr. & Deformities' 
Shoulder 
Elbow 
Forearm 
Wrist 
Fingers 
Thumb 
Circum. Upper Arm 
Circum. Lower Arm· .. 
------------
-----------------------------
